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This thesis examines the Alberto Korda Guerrillero Heroico image within the 

realm of U.S. Latino/a fiction. Drawing from several trends that constitute Latino/a 

identity as either resistant to white mainstream hegemonies, or as a performative 

construct, I argue that a collective Hispanic identity is found somewhere between these 

two extremes. Corporate discourses have perpetuated stereotypes of Latino masculinity 

to limit any alternate and nuanced portrayal of Latinidad. Specifically, I posit that the 

corporate use of the Che photograph illustrates Latin men as hypermasculine, limiting 

Latin-ness to a performance of its mainstream depiction. To combat the 

commercialization of the print, the novel Loving Che imagines new possibilities for the 

Hispanic community and its relationship to the U.S. market, challenging the idea of a 

pan-Latino/a identity with archival photographs of the comandante. Together, both texts 

bridge performative and resistant trends, providing a potential Latinidad that resists and 

eludes corporate hegemonies.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

PERFORMING RESISTANCE: LATINIDAD, MASCULINITY,  

AND THE U.S. MARKET 

 The Alberto Korda photograph of Che Guevara is perhaps the most famous and 

proliferous image of a Latino male that exists in the twenty first century. Since its 

inception in 1960, the image has gone from translating the ideals of revolution to being 

a symbol of popular culture and postmodernism. Today, Korda’s Guerrillero Heroico 

has been hailed as the “Mona Lisa of photography” for its recognition worldwide, 

having been mass produced onto T-shirts, alcoholic beverages, coffee mugs, and even 

condoms.1 Trisha Ziff, author of Che Guevara: Revolutionary and Icon, proclaims that 

the image’s malleability and ambiguity, its wide accessibility and yet 

decontextualization from Guevara and the Cuban Revolution, has given the popular 

comandante infinite visual tender. The Korda icon’s value is engendered by specific 

sociocultural conditions that appropriate the photograph, altering its context so that its 

message changes with respect to each particular viewership (14). One such popular 

adaptation of the Guerrillero Heroico is Jim Fitzpatrick’s 1968 poster of Guevara which 

came out just after the comandante’s death in the same year (Ziff 21). This version of 

the Korda photograph features the image against a crimson backdrop with Che’s face 

outlined in bold black and painted white. In an effort to portray Che as a literal poster-

boy for revolution, the adaptation emphasizes the original print’s focus on Guevara’s 

face by using the rouge background to give the impression of war and violence, yet 
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Che’s countenance is the only object able to permeate the bloodshed, shining white and 

defiant against the pervasive red.2 The Fitzpatrick image of Che needed to champion the 

guerilla as a defender of the revolutionary cause, evoking the comandante’s intense 

gaze as a sign of protest against the Western forces that stifled Guevara’s militant 

activism with his death. Within this epoch one needed to look on the Guerrillero 

Heroico and view the strength, steadfastness, and triumph of guerilla warfare as 

opposed to its death, failure, and unfulfilled potential.  

Even in its early form it seems that the evolution of the Korda print has relied 

upon the depiction of hypermasculinity. Here, Che must be illustrated as overly 

masculine, fearless, and violent in order to rally supporters after his death, as dying 

implies defeat and castration. In order to counter the death-photograph that was 

disseminated shortly after Bolivian soldiers killed the comandante, the Guerrillero 

Heroico was circulated to suggest to some extent that Guevara’s fight was not over and 

Figure 1. Jim Fitzpatrick’s poster of 
the Guerrillero Heroico, 1968. 
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that imperialism had not won. Forty-seven years after the initial photograph was taken, 

many of the Korda icon’s appropriations still rely on its depiction of hypermasculinity, 

and the popular photograph is used to sell a variety of unrelated goods. What is the 

relationship between hypermasculinity and the U.S. market? Why is the Guerrillero 

Heroico, arguably the most widely disseminated photograph of a Latino male in the 

United States, employed by American corporations to market items like cars and 

alcohol—traditionally masculine preoccupations? Where does the image’s portrayal of 

hypermasculinity fit into the larger discourse of Latino/a studies which contend that 

film, commercials, advertisements, and images are able to define the Hispanic 

community? In an effort to answer these questions, my first aim in this thesis is to argue 

that as a market image the Korda photograph of Che Guevara is part of the collective 

idea of Latin-ness that Latino/a scholars suggest is able to define the pan-Latino/a 

community. Its depiction of hypermasculinity, I posit, reiterates stereotypical tropes of 

Latin-ness like the El bandido and Latin lover caricatures of American films. By 

pointing out the ways that Latinidad, or the pan-Latino community, is defined in limited 

terms through the Guerrillero Heroico by companies like Smirnoff vodka and 

Mercedes-Benz, I aim to problematize the community’s relationship with the market to 

contend that within this frame Latino/as can only exists as market Others, performing 

the demands of the corporate sphere without resisting its depictions.  

Furthermore, if Latinidad is defined in limited terms by the market, Ana 

Menéndez’s novel Loving Che, on the other hand, seems to rework the corporate 

appropriation of the Guerrillero Heroico by subtly resisting its illustration of machismo. 

Viewing the Korda icon through this novel introduces a second concern of this thesis.
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Inserting archival photographs of the guerilla into the feminine, non-linear space that is 

Teresa’s diary resists the hypermasculine ethos of the Che photograph, making the 

comandante and other Latinos less quantifiable and more nuanced, more abstract. 

Utilizing images that are not as corporatized as the Korda photograph, I argue, allows 

Menéndez to re-create the comandante in less commercialized terms, potentially 

unhinging Che, Latino masculinity, and Latinidad from their dependence on market 

forces. In Loving Che, for example, the cover of the novel depicts a hypermasculine 

prototype of Guevara long before readers even open to the first page. The cover shows 

an archival photograph of Che between two immaculately feminine hands. In this 

picture, the comandante wears a heavy, unruly beard that makes him appear rugged and 

indomitable. His hair is swept back, clean cut, and out of his face save for one single 

strand that falls on the top of his unfurrowed brow. His wild beard, in juxtaposition with 

his kempt hair, suggests that he is both politician and warrior: Che is able to maintain a 

Figure 2. The cover of Loving Che.  
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double-masculine persona; he is both able to envision ideologies and at the same time 

fight to put them into action. The guerilla stares into the distance with absolute 

confidence; his head is angled to one side and his face is expressionless, nonchalant.  

To add to this masculine depiction is the stark contrast between the image of 

Che and the beautiful, feminine hands that showcase that image. It is almost as though 

these markers of femaleness are product-placing hypermasculinity or celebrating 

maleness. In order for Guevara to appear as masculine as possible, his face must be 

placed against a feminine backdrop, and the woman’s own countenance omitted in 

order to emphasize his greatness. No picture of hypermasculinity would be complete 

without sex, and in this case, hypermasculinity breeds sexuality: the framed photo rests 

upon a red, lacey background, evincing lust, masculine libido, and virility. No one can 

touch him. In this photograph, Che is immortal. If Menéndez proffers Che as a paragon 

of machismo, she subsequently undermines the image’s veracity by juxtaposing the 

photo with the words “Loving Che.” The novel is not about the accomplishments or 

great feats of the comandante, it is not about sex or lust, and it has very little to do with 

Guevara’s public persona. Menéndez transforms Che into someone who is capable of 

being loved, or someone who is loving. The hard surface of rebellion and indifference 

that are emphasized in the photo are undermined with a title that suggests that there is a 

part of Che that escapes the public eye, a part of him that corporations are not able to 

portray on T-Shirts and in advertising campaigns. The face of non-conformity and 

nationalism is presented via the photograph of Che, and then impugned by the 

suggestion of a nonpublic, feminized, and undocumented version of the comandante. 

When viewed together, I suggest that both the Guerrillero Heroico and Loving Che 
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challenge the relationship between the pan-Latino/a community and commercial media. 

Confronting hypermasculinity as it exists in the Korda photograph via Teresa’s private, 

feminine world problematizes a Latinidad that exists to perform the demands of 

corporatism, potentially carving out a space for a Latino/a identity that is not so entirely 

saturated with the market’s presence. 

Latinidad: Subverting or Performing the Mainstream 

In The Latino/a Canon and the Emergence of Post-Sixties Literature, Raphael 

Dalleo and Elena Machado Sáez classify the Latino/a canon into two disparate groups. 

One, 1960s trend is qualified by its resistance to white, mainstream hegemonies, while 

the other post-1960s generation of writers are set apart by their market success and 

subscription to mainstream ideologies (2). These authors suggest that contemporary 

Latino/a literature, and to some extent, Latino/a studies, is divided into an either/or 

relationship. Either Latino/a literature subverts the market, or it subscribes to market 

values. This classification of a national category of Hispanic literature evidences a 

similar dichotomy in research that is centered on a collective idea of Latin-ness, as 

national literature by default implies a unified sense of community and belonging. The 

two trends that Dalleo and Machado Sáez outline in the Latino/a literary canon 

highlight a similarly dialectical, conformist/nonconformist relationship between literary 

theorists on what constitutes a unified Hispanic identity—Latinidad—and allow me to 

define my position on the relationship between this identity and the U.S. market more 

precisely.3 In their most basic forms, the Guerrillero Heroico and Loving Che seem to 

manifest the tensions within the Latino/a canon, as the Korda image was first created in 

1960 as a rebellion against dominant discourses, while Menéndez’s novel has achieved 
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tremendous market success, climbing to the top of the New York Times bestseller list in 

2003. Drawing from Dalleo and Machado Sáez’s research enables me to view both texts 

and their ties to the market with theories that define the pan-Latino/a community in 

similar ways. I position my study of Latinidad somewhere between the qualities of 

resistance and subscription to market ideologies that the authors attribute to the 1960s 

and post-1960s generation of writers, arguing that these two opposing forces may often 

work together to combat the mainstream.  

Within the subversion/subscription critical discourses surrounding the 

identification of a collective Latino/a identity, I define Latinidad using Juan Flores’ 

conceptualization of the “Latino Imaginary” and Marta Caminero-Santangelo’s critical 

examination of an illusory panethnic Latino/a category. In From Bomba to Hip-Hop, 

Flores outlines the problematic relationship between the United States and Latin 

America, writing: “the Latino […] community exists because for much of the history of 

the hemisphere […] people have moved from Latin America to the United States, while 

portions of Latin American have been incorporated into what has become the United 

States […] there has also been a deepening of their impact, real and potential, on the 

doings and destiny of this country” (192). The United States and Latin America have a 

complex, convoluted inter-national relationship; many Latin Americans have migrated 

to the United States, permeating its culture and language, while the United States has 

annexed different portions of Latin America into its territory. Not only that, the 

imperialist, expansionist discourses that justified the exploitation of the Latino people 

for land during the Manifest Destiny era still resonate within many of the commercials, 

advertisements, and images that are circulated within the U.S. market (Ramírez Berg 4). 
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One need only look to early depictions of Latino/as from silent western films like 

Broncho Billy and the Greaser, or to more recent ad campaigns like Dos Eqius’ “The 

Most Interesting Man in the World” to see the progression of these Othering, limiting 

discourses that, according to Homi Bhabha, were developed out of fear of the non-white 

Other in order to reassure whites of their possession of power (75). In defining 

Latinidad, I acknowledge this complex and paradoxical history. To say that Latinidad is 

shaped outside of American hegemonies negates this multifaceted relationship. Che 

Guevara is a controversial representation of Latinidad within the Hispanic community 

because his image, an anti-capitalist symbol, has been appropriated by the capitalist 

system in a way that emphasizes its portrayal of stereotypical Latino masculinity. The 

Che icon thus combines a capitalist agenda with a patriarchal, gendered system to 

render the guerilla icon’s rebellious machismo as a vehicle for racial and sexual 

oppression.4 As Charles Ramírez Berg notes in his book Latino Images in Film: 

Stereotypes, Subversion, Resistance, Western imperialist discourses have circulated the 

popular El bandido and Latin lover caricatures of Latino males since the western films 

of the early 1900s. As a representation of hypermasculinity, I argue that the Korda icon 

eventually reiterates these negative tropes. El bandido, typically portrayed as a dirty, 

scowling, and lusty Mexican bandit in cinema (68), is present within the Guerrillero 

Heroico through Guevara’s rogue, unkempt appearance and intense glare. The Latin 

lover stereotype, which portrays Latino males as hypersexualized, dangerous, and 

sensual lovers (76), is manifest via the transmittance of Guevara’s phallic power into his 

countenance, suggesting that the comandante will have intercourse in a way that is 

violent and primitive. The Korda print evidences the same basic characteristics of 
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hypermasculinity that ground these negative tropes, only this photograph is potentially 

more dangerous because its link to these generalizations is hidden underneath the 

image’s ambiguous origins and popularity.  

Furthermore, the El bandido and Latin lover stereotypes contribute to Juan 

Flores’ “Latino Imaginary” by creating an action/reaction, within/without, contentious 

relationship within the Latino community in response to white, non-Hispanic 

discourses. I accept Flores’ contention of an inside/outside imagining of Latinidad, one 

image purported by those viewing Puerto Ricans, Dominican Americans, Cubans, 

Panamanians, Mexicans, etc. from outside the Latino community, and one propagated 

by the individual members/nationalities within that community (193). From within, the 

“Latino Imaginary” is defined by how various members of Latin America view 

themselves, and respond to their shared otherness. To Flores, responding and 

“[d]istinguishing between interior and exterior perspectives is thus a necessary step, and 

given that in the case of Latinos the outside representation is the dominant one, any 

instance of cultural expression by Latinos themselves may serve as a healthy corrective 

to the ceaseless barrage of stereotypes that go to define what is ‘Latino’ in the public 

mind” (193). Thus, counter-images or narratives, such as the one purported by the re-

portrayal of Che Guevara by Cuban American author Ana Menéndez in Loving Che, 

provide a means of resisting dominant discourses circulated by corporate America. Like 

Flores, I will argue that the image of Latinos as perpetuated from within enables a 

transcendence of histories of oppression, marginality, false utopias and the formation of 

a cohesive community bound by mutual ties of resistance (198). Above all, it is this 

contestation of dominant, white discourses through the recirculation of archival, less 
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publicized images of Che Guevara that makes Loving Che part of the Left, resistant 

trend that Flores attributes to the “Latino Imaginary,” despite its market success.5   

In accepting Flores’ theory of a radical, contentious pan-Latino/a identity, I also 

recognize the limitations of constituting Latinidad in terms of blatant, in-your-face 

resistance to dominant hegemonies. Homi Bhabha’s The Location of Culture explains 

that the deconstruction of Othering, imperialist discourses may come in the form of 

subtle, opaque resistances to racial dichotomies. Referring specifically to the 

colonizer/colonized binary system of Great Britain and her English colonies during the 

age of Imperialism, Bhabha writes that colonized individuals were often urged to 

emulate their colonial masters and become more like white men, thereby determining 

whiteness as a marker of racial superiority. This mimicry or emulation of the white race 

produced a double effect: first, in aspiring to become their oppressors, the colonized 

people in turn deny their own race to affirm that whiteness is in fact more desirable than 

blackness. Nevertheless, in mimicking colonizers, colonized individuals reveal that 

categories like race and color are not essential, biological terms, but mere social 

constructs designed to justify imperialist power (122-126). In contending that freedom 

from oppression is the common denominator of Hispanic Americans, Flores dismisses 

communities that are not exclusively oppositional in nature, overlooking ambivalent 

resistances that may come in the form of simultaneously accepting/rejecting mainstream 

discourses. Of course, as Bhabha’s mimicry model suggests, emulating/performing 

whiteness may itself reveal an implicit rebellion to imperialist/Othering systems, even 

while subscribing to the limitations of those power mechanisms (i.e. if one does not 

attempt to perform whiteness, the system of racial difference as a social construct may 
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not be uncovered). While Bhabha discusses the mimicking relationship between the 

colonized and colonizers via the performance of whiteness, in this case Flores does not 

account for the ways that subscribing/conforming to the corporate/non-Latino/a 

perception of Hispanic individuals may also turn into a type of resistance against 

dominant discourses. The revelation of a subtle, seeming avowal of racial difference 

that actually takes the form of a quiet, covert rebellion to discursive power, as revealed 

by Bhabha’s mimicry model, provides a novel means of interpreting Latinidad’s 

relationship to the mainstream, challenging Flores’ definition of a pan-Latino/a 

community that relies on an explicitly contentious resistance to the market as the 

greatest common factor in Hispanic-American unity. Additionally, Flores’ model does 

not exactly take into account the members of the Latino/a community who understand 

themselves only in terms of the dominant discourse and suggests that Latinidad is 

constituted as only a Self/Other relationship. This does not take into account second 

generation Latino/as (like Ana Menéndez) who are constantly redefining and blurring 

the distinctions between the United States and Latin America, the Self and Other.6 

Marta Caminero-Santangelo’s re-examination of the “Latino Imaginary” as an illusory 

construct addresses these issues head-on and provides an alternative definition of 

Latinidad that is useful in reconciling both within/without and resistance/nonresistance 

distinctions. 

In her book On Latinidad: U.S. Latino Literature and the Construction of 

Ethnicity, Marta Caminero-Santangelo argues that panethnic, collective 

conceptualizations of Latinidad are arbitrarily drawn and redrawn in order to render a 

given “us” and “them” in relation to specific sociohistorical movements (31). To 
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Caminero-Santangelo, Flores’ qualification of Latinidad as resistance to dominant U.S. 

ideologies is a response to the social, historical, and economic conditions of particular 

and distinct time periods. She writes: “a social-constructionist understanding of 

ethnicity—gesturing toward the notion that particular social and historical 

circumstances including […] the ‘assignation’ of a group identity by dominant culture, 

can create an ethnic group which eventually claims that assigned identity as its own” 

(191). In short, a collective identity, albeit created in response to “oppress[ion] […] 

discrimination, racism and exploitation, closed doors and patrolled borders” (Flores 

199), can still perpetuate a constructed ethnicity that members of a given community 

can adopt as authentic representations of themselves. If Latino/as accept proliferating 

imaginings of Latinidad as true representations of Hispanics, then they will perform, or 

mimic these identities in order to fit in with these dominant conceptions. To Caminero-

Santangelo, misconceptions and generalizations of Latino/as can come from within as 

well as without the Hispanic community: “What is ultimately most interesting about the 

‘Latino Imaginary’ is that it reflects not so much what Latinos collectively imagine as 

what various commentators—both Latino and non-Latino—[…] imagine that Latinos 

imagine about those issues […] we cannot make generalizations about what Latinos as a 

whole imagine” (166). Constituting any collective Latino identity, whether as part of or 

looking into given communities, is dangerous and can contribute to the stereotypes that 

alternative conceptualizations are meant to undermine. This becomes true especially in 

the case of Che Guevara, where resistance to the notion of resistance can actually 

perpetuate well intentioned rebellion to dominant discourses as a stereotype of 

Latinidad. Graham Huggan outlines this paradoxical affinity between resistance and 
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subscription within postcolonial studies in his book The Postcolonial Exotic, arguing 

that while postcolonialism as a discipline opposes Western power and undermines 

imperialist ideologies, its very resistant qualities are eventually commodified within the 

market. He writes: “Postcolonialism comes into conflict once again with 

postcoloniality, for while postcolonial works and their authors gain currency from their 

perceived capacity for anti-imperialist resistance, ‘resistance’ itself emerges as a 

commodified vehicle of symbolic power” (29). On the one hand, postcolonial authors 

attempt to challenge the system by articulating anti-imperialist sentiments in their 

writing, yet the anti-establishment discourses of Postcolonialism are what make the 

genre valid and saleable to publishers. If a work’s ideology does not fit the mold of 

previous scholars and texts it is not considered postcolonial, and failing to meet 

preconceived notions of postcoloniality means a work runs the risk of going unread. If a 

text is not disseminated, it may not effect change. The Guerrillero Heroico’s symbolic 

rebellion to the capitalist market is similarly packaged and exchanged; where once 

opposition to the system was designed to undermine limiting discourses, Che’s 

resistance has become a product of the mainstream: another way to use anti-capitalist 

ideologies to endorse capitalism. When resistance itself connotes masculine power and 

masculine violence, it becomes increasingly difficult to break away from the stereotypes 

of hypermasculinity that cling to the Korda icon, and subversion runs the risk of 

reiterating the patriarchal values that promote the racial and gendered subjugation of 

minorities in America. Corporate Che’s opposition to white masculinity and subsequent 

super-masculine, exaggerated depiction within the global market localize issues of 

gender and race to reveal the extent to which Latinidad is still very much a subordinate 
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of Western patriarchal society. For this reason, I suggest that Flores’ model of the 

“Latino Imaginary” alone will not suffice in a critical understanding of Loving Che or 

the Guerrillero Heroico. In order to resist the hypermasculinity that is inscribed into 

this image, Menéndez must tread a fine line between resistance and performance to 

reject corporate hegemonies both from within and without Latinidad. Moreover, without 

a careful, subtle subversion of the popular print, Menéndez runs the risk of emulating 

the corporations who use the comandante’s hypermasculinity for profit.7  

Although Caminero-Santangelo appears to be at odds with Flores in relation to 

whether a panethnic Latino identity exists and if that identity is arbitrary/performed in 

order to include or exclude members based on specific sociohistorical conditions, or 

whether Latino/as are united by a common experience of oppression that results in 

resistance from the dominant culture, these hypotheses are not, I argue, mutually 

exclusive. In terms of market performance, Caminero-Santangelo’s definition suggests 

that Latino/as do not perform their white masters, as per Bhabha’s mimicry model, but 

hegemonic conceptions of Latin-ness as perpetuated by white advertisers. I suggest, 

however, that performing even the most seemingly positive stereotypical images is 

another way to reinforce whiteness as superior: instead of saying “be like us” 

advertisers can hide behind their own prescriptive racial/gender hierarchies by saying 

instead “be like this.” As the latter suggests, Hispanics do not necessarily have to be 

white, they just have to emulate their own generalized representations to maintain an 

inferior status. In the same way that Bhabha’s mimicry model is able to deconstruct 

racial difference as an essentialist notion to reveal the extent to which white/black 

dichotomies are social constructs, so performing stereotypes of Latinidad may reveal 
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the extent to which Latin-ness is constituted by the U.S. market. As my thesis attempts 

to prove, when whiteness constructs Latin-ness there is inevitably an implicit power 

structure, as constructing a seemingly essentialist depiction of Latino/as within the 

market (i.e. Latino/as are hypermasculine, dirty, and violent) is another way of 

justifying their exploitation.8 Not only that, performing different, unexpected gender 

roles through the taking on of a male/female persona (a drag queen for a man, or a male 

costume for a woman) as Judith Butler has taught us, is in and of itself a form of 

resistance, revealing the constructedness of the binary system of masculinity versus 

femininity.9 Butler’s gender resistance model not only reveals the constructedness of 

gender identities, but also a means of thwarting a social system through the inversion of 

gender itself. Both Bhabha and Butler view performance as a means of revealing the 

non-essentialist notions of race and gender. Using both theorists as my guides, I suggest 

that the Guerrillero Heroico and Loving Che are connected in an emulation of dominant 

racial hegemonies (i.e. the market’s constructed Latin-ness), as well as an inversion of 

those discourses via gender play. In Loving Che, Teresa inserts photographs of Guevara 

into her private world to perform an alternate, androgynous, and undermining portrayal 

of Latino masculinity, tackling corporate perspectives that qualify Latinidad and its 

relationship to the mainstream. Central to the projection and marketability of a 

collective Latino/a identity are images, advertisements, and commercials—visual 

media— that seemingly resist corporate hegemonies, and yet reveal the performativity 

of identity itself. 

In her critical assessment of how non-Latino corporate America and Latino 

elites market a consumable version of Latinidad, Arlene Dávila argues that visual 
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culture plays a pivotal role in the formation of a collective, universal Hispanic identity. 

In her book, Latinos Inc.: The Marketing and Making of a People, Dávila suggests that 

corporate America alone does not perpetuate a communal Latino/a identity, but that 

“the growing consolidation of a common Latino/Hispanic identity that encompasses 

anyone from a Spanish/Latin American background in the United States” is furthered by 

“Hispanic marketing and advertising” (emphasis added 1). Dávila attributes the 

projection of an ill-conceived Latinidad by visual media markets as not only the result 

of dominant hegemonies, but a repercussion of how Latino/as respond to and resist 

those discourses. The stereotypes of Latino/as perpetuated by corporate America are not 

only “the product of some faceless ‘corporate America,’” but result “from the 

involvement of Hispanics themselves at the level of production” and are “produced in 

conversation and often complicitly with—rather than as a response or challenge to—

dominant hierarchies of race, culture, and nationality” (5). As a response to Flores, then, 

Latinos Inc. suggests that resistance to these corporate hegemonies actually results in 

the reconstitution of oppressing, limiting discourses that circulate around images of 

Latino/as. Resistance, therefore, can take the shape of prescription, reinforcing an Other 

status that desperately tries to affirm its identity in relation to the Self, while 

simultaneously limiting its own definition.  

This defining point, Dávila contends, is inevitably centered on the market. She 

writes, “Although [Latino/a] populations have historically lacked access to public 

venues of self-representation, it is in the market and through marketing discourses that 

they are increasingly debating their social identities and public standing” (2).10 It is this 

paradoxical relationship to the market that I find most useful in my analysis of Latino/a 
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literature and images. If the market is where a Latino/a identity is forged (Dávila), and 

that identity is performed based on the sociopolitical movements of a particular time 

period (Caminero-Santangelo), then Latinidad can only exist in relation to that market. 

Hispanic Americans, therefore, are only what the market suggests they are, and any 

alternating definition of Latinidad can only perform this identity through market 

discourses. Both Dávila and Caminero-Santangelo suggest that visual culture and 

specific sociohistorical moments are the means through which the market conveys a 

Latino/a identity, and often these two forces are cooperative, as popular culture may 

reflect the values of a particular epoch. As an image of a Latino male that is constantly 

repeated and reproduced within visual media, I suggest that the Guerrillero Heroico 

translates the contentious relationship between Latinidad and the market so that the 

image glamorizes a particular type of male to the Latino community. From a global 

perspective the Korda icon’s appropriation by various cultures reveals, to some extent, 

what each society values at a given time. In 1968, for example, the Jim Fitzpatrick 

adaptation of the popular photograph needed to portray Che as a revolutionary icon 

after the comandante’s death, while in 2011 Mercedes-Benz’s use of the image in 

presentation marketing car-sharing, an eco-efficient endeavor, evidences the green 

preoccupations of the twenty-first century. As many Che scholars argue, the various 

appropriations of the Korda photograph change with respect to specific sociohistorical 

conditions, and its articulation of each society’s values fluctuates just as often as 

Latinidad itself.11 Added to this constant flux is the Guerrillero Heroico’s link to wider 

generalizations of Latino masculinity, sending the image straight into the “Latino 

Imaginary” of which Flores contends that resisting and responding to such stereotypes 
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is what helps to unite the Latino/a community. The discourses that define Latinidad 

seem to be centered on the Korda icon: Che’s image articulates stereotypes that are 

manifested within the market (Dávila and Flores), attesting to the values and 

sociohistorical conditions that shape the pan-Latino/a community (Caminero-

Santangelo), necessitating a response to these images by the members of the Hispanic 

community (Dávila, Flores, Caminero-Santangelo). Undermining the Guerrillero 

Heroico’s depiction of hypermasculinity thus presents possibilities for Latinidad to exist 

in a less marketed and more nuanced space. In order to subvert corporate America’s 

hold on the Korda image, and consequently to loosen the pan-Latino/a community’s ties 

to the market, the famous photograph of Che must be placed within a private, less 

marketed setting. Through the insertion of archival, market images of Guevara into 

Teresa’s private art studio and timeless narrative, Menéndez is able to disassemble not 

only the comandante’s public image, but also a collective, universal idea of Latino 

masculinity. Breaking down Che’s rugged, overly masculine attributes through a 

fragmented narrative time-line, Menéndez is able to deconstruct Che’s market value and 

reconstruct his identity as a performance of anti-machismo. Carving out a separate, 

distant space for Che means constructing a Latinidad that relies less on the market to 

translate its identity.  

Loving and Hating Che: The Guerrillero Heroico and Latino/a Studies 

 While I have pointed to the ways in which Alberto Korda’s Guerrillero Heroico 

taps into the discourses that define Latinidad, the critical research that is centered on the 

popular print and Latino/a studies have not in the past overlapped. Trisha Ziff, David 

Kunzle, and Michael Casey, three prominent Che scholars, each explore the global 
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impact of the image, examining the way that the photograph’s ironic position with the 

capitalist system reveals the values of different cultures and societies. In the book Che 

Guevara: Revolutionary and Icon, a textual form of the similarly named art showcase, 

Ziff explores the way that the Korda image has been re-illustrated in different 

sociohistorical conditions to transmit the ethos of multiple time periods. In the 

“Curator’s Introduction” to the art show, Ziff writes: “The image moves from heroic 

guerrilla and pop celebrity to radical chic […] While traditional art relishes ambiguity, 

introspection and chance, the aesthetic of Pop art was by definition a rejection of 

traditional art and figuration. Pop's egalitarian, ‘in your face’ presentations are a perfect 

corollary for Che's anti-establishment values” (www.vam.ac.uk/). In this light, the 

Guerrillero Heroico translates the iconoclastic values of the 1960s generation, the pop-

art movement, and the twenty-first century, yet its very anti-capitalist symbolism is 

what gives the image infinite visual currency. As Hannah Carlton notes in the 

introduction to Ziff’s book, the very anti-establishment values that Che embodies “can 

be used to add allure to a product, because an increasingly sophisticated audience is 

smart enough to distinguish between revolution and commerce to enjoy the irony. Che 

[…] begins the metamorphosis from political symbol to a paradoxical position in the 

global corporate culture” (10). Using Che’s radicalism to endorse corporate, capitalist 

ideologies places the image in a problematic and ironic position: ideologies that were 

once used to oppose corporatism and imperialism have now been inverted so that they 

support and embrace each system.12 Ziff’s book brings together several critical essays 

about the Korda icon, and the image’s affinity to Latin America and its corporate 

American adaptations are often brought up and examined as part of the photograph’s 
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global impact, but the print’s bearing on the U.S. Latino/a community is not specifically 

singled out, nor is the paradoxical relationship between masculinity and the market 

explored at length.13  

Similarly, Kunzle’s book Che Guevara: Icon, Myth, and Message excavates the 

history of the image and the artwork that it has inspired worldwide, as well as the life 

and philosophy of the comandante himself. Like Ziff, Kunzle’s research investigates the 

global ramifications of the Korda icon, treading upon its influence in Latin America as 

well as other countries like Poland, Sweden, and Italy but never reaching to its affect on 

U.S. Latino/as. More recently, Casey’s book Che’s Afterlife: the Legacy of an Image 

offers a collective study on the nature of the famous Che photograph by carefully 

examining its history, origins, Latin American appropriations, and overall function as a 

“repository for the collective pools of dreams, beliefs, doubts, and desires that make up 

the human condition” (17). In essence, Casey combines and expands upon Ziff and 

Kunzle’s research to conclude that the Korda icon has culminated into what is now the 

Che brand, an ironic capitalist/anti-capitalist symbol that carries and interprets the 

values of humanity.  

Like Ziff and Casey, my analysis of the Guerrillero Heroico similarly deals with 

its ability to reflect and portray cultures and peoples, and I acknowledge the image’s 

paradoxical position with capitalism and U.S. corporatism, only my review of the rebel-

icon investigates how Che is able to portray the U.S. Latino population specifically, as 

well as Latino masculinity in relation to the global market. Che’s image not only 

discloses the malleability of market ideologies, but capitalism’s relationship to 

machismo and resistance. Rebellion, a masculine attribute, is often appropriated by 
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patriarchal societies in an attempt to undermine any form of resistance to dominant 

power structures. Re-examining the Che icon through gendered as well as racial and 

economic hierarchies may yet achieve a form of opposition to white, capitalist, and 

patriarchal power. Moreover, my argument differs from that of Kunzle in that I am less 

interested in the history of the image and its role in contemporary, global art. Instead, I 

aim to highlight the way that the photograph has been appropriated on a more corporate, 

public level. To some extent, however, each Che author suggests that the Korda print’s 

universality and ambiguity means that it can translate global identities with ease, almost 

as though the comandante’s face is a blank canvas. In many ways, the image’s 

malleability suggests that this sentiment is true; if Che’s face is imbibed with too many 

contextual details and historical facts, it cannot reflect culture. On the other hand, if the 

photograph is given its own specificity and the image is embraced as a representation of 

the larger Latino/a community, its message and depiction of Latino males becomes 

another reiteration of the El bandido and Latin lover stereotypes.  

 Interestingly enough, in their theories of what constitutes Latinidad, neither 

Flores, Caminero-Santangelo, nor Dávila embrace the Guerrillero Heroico as a medium 

through which Latin-ness is defined despite its overwhelming relationship to the 

market, the place where each author suggests that the pan-Latino/a identity is 

constructed. While the Che scholars Ziff and Casey argue that the Korda icon is able to 

translate and reflect various identities and cultural values, Latinidad scholars do not 

view the image as a representation of the Latino/a community, thereby overlooking the 

ways that this image is able to translate Latino masculinity within the market to the 

general public. The research that views the Che image as a cultural contributor does not 
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view the photograph within its specific relationship to U.S. Latino/as, while Latino/a 

studies does not embrace the icon as a mediator of a universal Hispanic identity, 

perhaps due in part because the community itself has a love/hate relationship with the 

comandante. Rather than condone Che’s life accomplishments or infamous deeds, my 

thesis potentially bridges these two critical avenues by observing the way that the 

Guerrillero Heroico, a market image of a Latino male, affects the way that the Latino/a 

community is depicted within visual media. Once this connection is established, the 

ways that the image defines Latin-ness can be altered. 

 In a slightly different critical vein, Loving Che’s affinity to the larger Hispanic 

community has been outlined by Dalleo and Machado Sáez in The Latino/a Canon and 

the Emergence of Post-Sixties Literature. Both authors argue that Menéndez’s use of 

archival photographs of Che Guevara enable the novel’s unnamed narrator to embrace 

the Cuban Revolution as the inheritance of the post-sixties generation of Cuban 

Americans into the Latino/a community (171). Again, Dalleo and Machado Sáez place 

this novel into the larger framework of the Hispanic literary canon, arguing that Loving 

Che has traditionally been associated with the conservative, non-resistant post-1960s 

genre, but that upon closer examination it embraces 1960s resistance to the mainstream 

as its own heritage. Like these authors, I place Menéndez’s novel into the resistance 

category, arguing that Teresa’s diary and use of archival photographs of Che is able to 

rebel against market stereotypes in ways that are not always seemingly aggressive 

and/or blatantly resistant. Dalleo and Machado Sáez also contend that the novel’s means 

of resisting the mainstream departs from the 1960s generation of writers to “imag[ine] a 

place for a new progressive politics while remembering the Sixties wherein such 
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possibilities were both opened and closed” (175). This simultaneous break from and 

look back to the 1960s works in a resistance/non-resistance relationship, allowing 

Loving Che to re-define what it means to go against the mainstream. Likewise, I draw 

from Dalleo and Machado Sáez’s contention, arguing that within this novel resistance 

takes on a new shape and offers new possibilities for defining Latinidad, but that this 

opposition looks more like performing/un-performing dominant hegemonies. By adding 

a feminine, androgynous element to the Che image, Menéndez is able to soften the 

guerilla’s hypermasculinity, unhinging the image’s contribution to the larger stereotypes 

of Latin males, and using the comandante to potentially un-perform the market’s 

identity prescriptions. In order to accomplish this break from the market, however, 

Menéndez must participate in and draw from the very system she wishes to undermine: 

the author must use the hypermasculine photo of Guevara to combat hypermasculinity, 

negating the image’s stereotypes while profiting from their influence. This paradoxical 

relationship can be seen within the very title Loving Che. The name “Che” evokes the 

mainstream market and may perhaps pique readers’ interest to garner sales, while the 

word “Loving,” if interpreted as a verb, goes against the market’s use of the Korda 

image. By employing the famous revolutionary icon as a star character in her novel, 

Menéndez  profits, to some extent, from the market fame of the Guerrillero Heroico, 

but the overwhelming presence of this image in the corporate sphere makes it so that  

the author must refer to the popular print in order to alter its depiction of Latino 

masculinity.   

Loving the Guerrillero Heroico          

 Together, Loving Che and the Guerrillero Heroico provide a break from the
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Self/Other, market performance that Flores, Caminero-Santangelo, and Dávila contend 

constructs Latinidad to the general public. When Latinidad is limited to its market 

performance, its multifaceted, un-illustrated, and non-public qualities are unable to 

factor into the wider definition of Latin-ness, and Latino/as may perhaps continue to be 

depicted as Others within visual media. If whites are defined via the market as speaking 

perfect English, then by default Latino/as may be defined as speaking broken English, 

or English with a heavy Spanish accent. One need only refer to Sofia Vergara as Gloria 

Delgado-Pritchett in the popular T.V. show Modern Family, whose heavy Columbian 

accent serves as a stark linguistic contrast to the other, non-Latino/a members of the 

Pritchett family who speak perfect English.14 Individuals of Latin American descent 

who do not necessarily speak Spanish, salsa dance, or eat rice and beans like this market 

illustration (and many others) suggests, cannot participate in an authentic Hispanic 

identity, at least in the general public’s eye. Placing a market, corporate image like the 

Korda icon—which imagines Latino males as exotic, overly masculine, hypersexual, 

and violent—within a nostalgic, private, feminine, and melancholy narrative space like 

the novel Loving Che is a means of undermining the general stereotypes of Latin-ness 

that proliferate in commercials, images, and advertisements.  If such a popular culture 

representation of Latino masculinity like the Korda photograph can become less 

engulfed by the market’s influence, so too may Latinidad be construed in terms that do 

not perform, mimic, or emulate corporate hegemonies. The soft, sensitive, and loving 

version of Che that is constructed in Menéndez’s novel offers hope to the generation of 

Latino/as who attempt to re-define what it means to be a Hispanic man or woman in 

America. When commercial depictions and stereotypes are supplemented by Loving 
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Che-type inversions of market images, and these depictions are in turn disseminated 

within visual media, it becomes increasingly impossible to place a label on Latin-ness. 

Latino/as can therefore exist in a space that is both within and without the market, 

present and yet absent from visual media, which performs and yet resists corporate 

discourses.   

 To this end, this thesis is organized into two major chapters. The first chapter 

discusses the appropriation of the Korda icon by the corporations Mercedes-Benz and 

Smirnoff vodka, while uncovering the Guerrillero Heroico’s message about Latino 

masculinity and how that image reiterates the El bandido and Latin lover stereotypes. 

Using what John Berger terms the “glamour” of publicity images, I explore how Che’s 

early media presence helped to create the guerilla of the Korda print as a model of 

machismo which reaches its apex in the popular photograph, and is furthered by Benz 

and Smirnoff for profit, leading to other depictions of Latino masculinity like the Most 

Interesting Man in the World. Arguing that the Korda icon is a Hispanic market image 

that translates a larger, pan-Latino/a identity, I posit that the hypermasculine illustration 

constructs and performs hegemonic, Othering discourses which limit and distort 

Latinidad to a performance of its mainstream depiction.  

 To combat the Guerrillero Heroico’s portrayal of hypermasculinity, I argue that 

Ana Menéndez’s novel Loving Che presents a nuanced and undocumented version of 

the rebel-icon via Teresa’s private, feminine, and semiotic diary. Through a lover’s lens, 

the novel is able to re-illustrate the Korda image through a soft, vulnerable, and 

sensitive portrayal of the guerilla, deconstructing the rouge, hard-edged stereotypes of 

Latino masculinity by using less marketed images of Che in a performance of anti-
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machismo. Blending the attributes of masculinity and femininity through the mixing of 

archival photographs of Che with Teresa’s female eyes allows Menéndez to balance the 

hypermasculine and hyperphallic ethos of the Korda icon, making Che and Latino 

males androgynous subjects. In this way, I suggest that Loving Che resists the 

Guerrillero Heroico’s performance of machismo, offering new possibilities for the pan-

Latino/a community to exist in a less marketed space.  

 I end my thesis with a look into the hope that both texts offer for other market 

stereotypes of Latin-ness like the former United Fruit Company’s Chiquita Banana icon. 

Looking at how the image is re-imaged in another non-linear narrative space like Erika 

Lopez’s The Girl Must Die, I argue that this particular performance-resistance technique 

is manifest as an inversion of the docile, fertile, and curvy ideals of Latina femininity as 

present in the Chiquita logo. In re-drawing the popular Latina icon as a primitive, 

cannibalistic hunter-woman, Lopez draws on the same performance-resistance model 

proffered by Loving Che and the famous photograph of the rebel-icon to un-limit Latin-

ness, creating a space for Latinidad that is not as market saturated. In this light, 

stereotypical images of Latino/as need not stifle or condense the Latino/a community to 

a performance of the mainstream, as Latinidad is no longer confined or completely 

defined by its relationship to the U.S. market. Performing resistance means 

understanding the pan-Latino/a community in new, multi-dimensional terms.   
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CHAPTER ONE: 

EMBRACE THE FACE: PICTORIAL MANIFESTATIONS OF MACHISMO  

IN THE GUERRILLERO HEROICO 

The 1914 silent film Broncho Billy and the Greaser is one of the earliest 

depictions of Latino stereotypes in American films. This particular episode begins with 

Broncho Billy—the short western film series’ similarly named, white, fun-loving 

protagonist—witnessing an aggressive and filthy looking Mexican bandit roughly 

pushing aside a busty, blonde, attractive woman who is first in line at the community 

goods store. The foreign thug’s overt violence, hot-headedness, messy appearance, and 

glowering expression are enough to convince viewers that this man has no place in the 

film’s civilized society. In contrast to Broncho Billy who assists the store clerk in 

performing the shop duties and appears clean shaven in newly washed clothes, the 

Mexican bandit is depicted as primitive, hypermasculine, and emotionally volatile. The 

bandit’s overly masculine nature makes it so that he cannot and will not wait for 

service, marking him as a danger to the Anglo woman who must be rescued from his 

uncontrollable lust. After Billy literally kicks the man out of the store, the drunk and 

vengeful bandido kidnaps the hero to further demonstrate a savage disposition. The 

Greaser is eventually taken out by the other men of the town as his white nemesis 

secures the busty woman’s heart at the film’s close. It comes as no surprise that the 

Mexican bandit’s sole purpose in this episode is to make the heroism of the white 
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protagonist more pronounced in contrast to his thug-like reprehensibility, and even in 

silence it is clear that this on-screen representation proffers Latin males as inferior to 

white men. In spite of the disparate sociohistorical conditions of this 1914 depiction, the 

expansionist discourses that justified U.S. Latino/as exploitation almost one hundred 

years ago are in many ways still present today.  

Taking issue with the fact that since the early 1900s stereotypical 

representations like the Mexican bandit have misconstrued what it means to be a male 

of Latin American descent, in this first chapter I examine how these myths are 

presented within a major twentieth century market image: the Alberto Korda 

photograph of Che Guevara. Broncho Billy and the Greaser and other similar 

Hollywood illustrations of Hispanic males contribute to what Charles Ramírez Berg 

terms the El bandido stereotype, where Latino men are depicted as primitive, lusty, 

dirty, unintelligent, and violent—inherently hypermasculine and hypersexual—to 

further the Othering discourses of United States imperialism (4). In film, El bandido has 

gone from being depicted as the Mexican bandit in the Broncho Billy series, to being 

portrayed as the sleek and wealthy (but no less aggressive and sexual) Tony Montana-

type character from 1980s street films like Scarface (68).15 Another popular stereotype 

of Latin males that remains pervasive in American cinema is the Latin lover myth: the 

portrayal of Hispanic men as dangerous lovers that still contains the same hint of 

primitive sexuality and the hypermasculinity of its bandido counterpart (76). In each 

case, Latin-ness is defined in a way that is contingent upon the portrayal of hyperphallic 

masculinity by the U.S. Latino population. While Ramírez Berg suggests that these 

stereotypes are continually challenged, subverted, circulated, and re-circulated within 
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contemporary popular film (2), the explosion of visual culture in the United States’ 

corporate market has enabled these caricatures to make their way into other commercial 

media. 

In evaluating the scope of visual representations of Latin-ness, I consider how 

the El bandido and Latin lover generalizations of masculinity are manifested outside of 

cinema and within commercials, advertisements, and images—media that target specific 

audiences or demographics to sell particular products and ideologies. This corporate 

industry is able to forge an idea of the pan-Latino/a community, and market images of 

Latino/as are able to arbitrate what is and is not considered authentically Hispanic 

(Dávila 2). Inevitably, the inundating market presence of the Guerrillero Heroico, the 

iconic image of Ernesto “Che” Guevara that has been widely adapted and disseminated 

onto T-shirts and coffee mugs or used as a corporate logo, has roots in any discussion 

that investigates the nature of Latinidad and its affinity to market forces. What does the 

most famous depiction of a Latin male, the Korda photograph of Che Guevara, say 

about Latino masculinity?16 Why is this image so marketable for U.S. corporations, and 

how does this representation of Latinos construct an idea of the pan-Latino/a 

community? To answer these questions, I argue that the Korda icon is itself infused 

with certain hyperphallic and hypermasculine attributes of Latino masculinity that 

highlight what John Berger terms the “glamour” of machismo, eventually reiterating the 

El bandido and Latin lover stereotypes. The Korda photograph’s blatant portrayal of 

primitive sexuality and violence is another vehicle through which these popular 

stereotypes are manifest, but within the popular print these tropes are made “sexy” and 

“cool.” Additionally, I contend that the very qualities that mark the Che icon as an 
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extension of these false generalizations is what corporations highlight in their 

appropriation of the image, profiting on the marketability of machismo.17 Moreover, 

popular culture images like the Korda icon are able to define the larger, more general 

Latino/a community, as Latinidad performs the demands of the market, and the market 

sells different images of Latin-ness to both non-Hispanics and Hispanics alike. 

Appropriating the Korda icon in a way that emphasizes the hypermasculine stereotypes 

of Latinos subsequently limits Hispanidad to a performance of its mainstream 

depictions, reestablishing the Self/Other relationship between the United States and 

individuals of Latin American descent. I conclude, therefore, that the Korda icon is able 

to define Latin-ness on a more expansive level, and that its portrayal of the U.S. Latino 

community eventually results in the proliferation of the El bandido and Latin lover 

stereotypes into other corporate conceptualizations.  

Interestingly enough, the majority of critical research surrounding the 

Guerrillero Heroico is either focused on discussing the history of the image or intent on 

revealing the disconnect between the comandante’s real versus imagistic life, examining 

what it means for different societies to have appropriated the Che icon as a symbol of 

popular culture. In each case, this research has not yet given notice to the bearing that 

the rebel-icon has in the construction of Latinidad. As my introduction discussed, David 

Kunzle and Trisha Ziff have examined both the visual art inspired by the Korda icon 

worldwide and the way that the photograph has been stripped of its political relevancy 

so that its original meaning and context is lost, while its imagistic tender is subsequently 

increased.18 More recently, Michael Casey offers a comprehensive study of the bearing 

that the Korda photograph has on society. Casey contends that the Korda photograph 
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has endured beyond the man Ernesto Guevara due to its function as a repository for the 

multiple, variegated subjectivities of mankind (17), but like former critics, he also 

eschews any in-depth look at the affinity between U.S. Latinos, the Che image, and the 

market. In the end, the research that investigates the Korda photograph’s market history 

and influence on global cultures does not measure the image’s effect on the construction 

of Latinidad, while research that examines a pan-Latino/a identity does not embrace the 

Korda icon as a market representation of the community.19  

Marta Caminero-Santangelo defines the pan-Latino/a community in terms of 

performance, arguing that what is and is not considered Hispanic is determined by 

different sociohistorical contexts (31). As a popular culture image that has been featured 

in magazines, commercials, pop-art, and fashion the Korda photograph is part of the 

mechanisms that define the pan-Latino/a community, and how the image has been 

appropriated by U.S. corporatism works to project a larger sense of citizenship. For, as 

Arlene Dávila posits, market representations of Latino/as are able to create an idea of 

the entire community that spans socioeconomic lines to create a sense of unified 

citizenship (11). Without a doubt, the Korda photograph is a market image. As each 

Che scholar notes, the 1960s pop-art movement launched the popular print into the 

global market, taking it from postmodern icon to fashion statement, and imprinting 

Che’s face onto T-shirts, hats, purses, etc. by various corporations for profit. 

Consequently, the Korda image of Che is arguably one of the most mass produced and 

market appropriated images of all time. This particular market image has not only been 

recirculated within visual media, but has a special affinity with Latino studies, as the 

comandante is inextricably connected to the Caribbean (i.e. The Cuban Revolution, 
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Fidel Castro) and other Latin American countries (Bolivia and Argentina) in both 

essentialist and non-essentialist terms. Ernesto “Che” Guevara was, after all, an 

Argentine born revolutionary who co-led a successful guerilla rebellion in Cuba, 

attempted to overthrow officials in Bolivia, and was executed in the city of Vallegrande. 

Bridging the critical research that is centered on the market capacity of the Che icon 

with theories that suggest that the market constructs Latinidad, I view the Korda icon as 

a Hispanic market image, arguing that in appropriating and disseminating the Korda 

image as a corporate brand, U.S commercial media have also distributed the guerilla as 

a representation of Latinidad, or the Latino/a community in general. Investigating how 

the Guerrillero Heroico constructs Latin-ness as a hyperbolized version of masculinity 

that reiterates the El bandido and Latin lover stereotypes, and how corporate America 

capitalizes on this portrayal is important to understanding how Hispanidad is limited by 

market imaging. The discovery of a Latinidad that relies on the performance of 

discursive masculinity may perhaps yield opportunities for the re-appropriation of this 

image, resulting in a pan-Latino/a identity that does not depend so completely on the 

market.  

To this end, chapter one is organized into two major sections. First, I examine 

how an early advertisement of Che Guevara and the Korda photograph work to 

construct the comandante as a glamour-model, subsequently qualifying Latino 

masculinity as hyperphallic and hypermasculine, qualities that other men should 

emulate. I end this segment with a discussion of how the image reiterates the El bandido 

and Latin lover stereotypes in more alluring, but no less stereotypical terms. The second 

section delves into the disparate ways that U.S. and Hispanic markets sell an image of 
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Latin-ness, arguing that when non-Latino/a advertisers use these stereotypes they 

reestablish the power dynamics of postcolonial discourses to ward off fear of the Other. 

Additionally, I explore how ad campaigns by Smirnoff vodka and Mercedes-Benz have 

utilized the popular image’s stereotypical depiction of Latino masculinity to sell 

products. I close with a discussion of how the Korda icon has led to other similar 

illustrations of Latinos in contemporary culture by investigating “The Most Interesting 

Man in the World” commercial’s savvy protagonist, arguing that this ad campaign is an 

offshoot of the discursive masculinity of the Guevara photograph that results in a 

recirculation of the negative tropes of Latin-ness. In the end, the imperialist discourses 

that saturate the Korda icon necessitate a response to these ideologies by the greater 

U.S. Latino/a community in order to resist the market’s grasp. 

Che: The Making of an Icon, the Birth of a Stereotype 

  Long before Che’s death launched the Guerrillero Heroico into the pop-culture 

scene, the young guerilla was already a media magnet in Latin America. From as early 

as 1950, Che was photographed atop his makeshift, motorized bike on the way to visit a 

friend by an unknown photographer, who later published the image in the popular 

Argentine sports magazine, El Gráfico, as an advertisement for the bike’s small motor. 

The allure of the young Argentinean adventurer was not lost on an unnamed 

photographer who, no doubt, recognized the marketability of the guerrillero. A 

disheveled Guevara sporting sunglasses, cap, and leather jacket appears to stare directly 

into the camera, evidencing an acknowledgment of his participation in the photographic 

process as a photographed subject, but also a fearlessness over the possibility of 

duplication and replication. Ernesto does not shy away from the camera lens. On the 
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contrary, he stares into it in defiance, unashamed of his rugged appearance. Wrapped 

diagonally across the young man’s shoulders is a spare tire evidencing a long and 

perhaps perilous journey, though Che is of course calm and collected. From the way 

that his face is angled towards his photographer, it appears that Guevara is posing for 

the camera; his nonchalant stance is designed to give the appearance of self-

assuredness. The young guerilla is all ease, even graceful, as he rests upon the motor-

bike which itself connotes mobility, agency, freedom, and forward thinking—qualities 

that the photographer clearly thought would appeal to the Argentine-public.  

Publicity images, or advertisements, like these, John Berger notes in Ways of 

Seeing, “propose to each of us that we transform ourselves, or our lives, by buying 

something more […] [they] persuad[e] us of such a transformation by showing us 

people who have […] been transformed and are, as a result, enviable. The state of being 

envied is what constitutes glamour […] Publicity is the process of manufacturing 

Figure 3. Photograph of Ernesto 
Guevara as featured in El Gráfico, 1950.  
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glamour” (131). All advertisements, Berger suggests, are aimed at convincing 

consumers that beauty, success, and happiness are all attainable—purchase-able. For 

these publicity images, advertisers select individuals who are the dominant members of 

a given society, as these models are more likely to covey the idealism or “glamour” that 

others wish to achieve. From the Che photograph it is clear that the product of 

consumption is not the bike’s small motor. The motor itself is but a means to an end 

(i.e. happiness, status, etc.), not the end itself (becoming more like the photographed 

individual). Instead, the ideal projected here is Guevara: the young rebel-icon is a 

transformative glamour-prospect to men both young and old, Latin American and non-

Latin American. Here, desire takes the form of emanative acquisition. Viewers survey 

Guevara and desire the aura of odyssey, youth, recklessness, and physical strength that 

the photograph emits. Young Che is the picture of exotic, Latinized male mystique. In 

marketing the youthful comandante as a paragon of Latino masculinity, the editors of El 

Gráfico magazine and the motor’s company are active contributors to the idea of 

Guevara that survives in the twenty-first century.  

Thus far, I have discussed only the homosocial response to the El Gráfico 

photograph of Che and the desire for being or becoming like the young adventurer. The 

homo/hetero sexual response to the young comandante reveals desire in the form of 

physical acquisition, for Motorcycle Che is sex. The photograph depicts Ernesto as 

possessor of objects, mounting his bicycle in a subtle, but revealing sexual stance. As 

possessor, Ernesto must always be on top, must always be in control. He stares into the 

camera lens at his unknown viewers, beckoning them with a tacit, erotic invitation that 

one day they too may go for a ride. This, I suggest, positions Motorcycle Che as a 
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spinoff of the Latin lover myth. The myth of the Latin male as an exotic, Othered lover 

originated with the Italian actor Rudolph Valentino, whose portrayal of Latin males as 

dangerous but sensual lovers introduced a new stereotype into Hollywood films.20 This 

ethnic lover is “a combination of […] eroticism, exoticism, tenderness tinged with 

violence and danger, all adding up to the romantic promise that sexually, things could 

very well get out of control” (Ramírez Berg 76). The photo of Ernesto evidences danger 

(à la the prospective journey) and sex (i.e. Che’s intensity and libido) combined 

together in a package that is seductive eroticism. To portray a half-naked Che is 

unnecessary, as the young comandante’s danger-appeal lends fortitude to the latent 

physical qualities of the photograph. As the young rogue became a rebel-icon, the Latin 

lover myth that was etched into the El Gráfico photograph has survived and evolved 

with the marketing of the Che brand, problematizing the relationship between individual 

glamour and collective citizenship.21 These categories of ideal personhood further 

define Latinidad, causing the non-market, inaccessible attributes of the photographed 

community to narrow and later converge into what is arguably the most famous 

depiction of Latino masculinity in the world.   

Since the beginning of the Castro regime, Che was one of the most 

photographed faces in Cuba, but it was not until March 4th, 1960, the day that “two 

massive explosions ripped through the French freighter La Coubra […] [killing] at least 

seventy-sex people […] and [injuring] several hundred more” (Casey 25), that the 

famous Alberto Korda photograph of Guevara would be taken. The day after the La 

Coubra incident, Castro organized a funeral to honor the fallen. Among those in 

attendance were locals who had lost loved ones, local media, including photographer 
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Figure 4. The Korda photograph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alberto Korda—who had been appointed the official photographer of the revolution by 

Castro—and the comandante himself. Che stood at the back of the stage “dressed in a 

leather bomber jacket zippered to the collar […] [wearing] his trademark beret on his 

head. Before sitting, he paused […] and looked out intently across the crowd […] 

[unknowingly] staring straight into the firing line of Korda’s trusty Leica camera” 

(Casey 27). Ironically, the image that would come to embody so many individual 

subjectivities was born on a stage. Che, no longer the young adventurer from El 

Gráfico, has grown into the idealism that will define his reign as a market image. 

Previously, Guevara was marketed as a youthful, mysterious, romantic vagabond, but 

the Korda photograph—cropped so as to emphasize the intensity of the guerilla’s 

visage—presents a Che that is much more rogue in appearance, and thus, more 

hypermasculine in nature. Although El Che’s body is hidden from view, his tense jaw-

line, coupled with the linearity of his gaze and the way that his chest is propelled 

forward indicates an erectness that is both literal and metaphorical. In reality, Che is 
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standing in the wake of his fallen comrades, preparing to rally the audience with the 

strength of his own revolutionary agenda. The rebel-figure must literally stand erect, for 

to sit is to acknowledge defeat and to wallow in the events of yesterday. Standing 

upright implies imminent action and constant vigil. Standing is the literal manifestation 

of the comandante’s man-power, but Che must also figuratively embody the physical, 

phallic power needed to maintain his status as rebel-leader, even in the face of mass 

death. Was Che performing the outrage that his audience expected him to feel? Were 

the comandante’s true sentiments commensurate with his facial expression? To date, 

Che’s mentality on that fateful day remains a mystery. Fifty-two years later, the dusty 

fragments of the La Coubra horror are obfuscated by a face. Che’s countenance 

succeeds in conveying super-masculinity so remarkably that his legs, the beacon of his 

erectness and mobility, are literally cut-off, discarded, and rendered unnecessary by a 

face that becomes his symbolic phallus. The latent, implicit physical qualities of the El 

Gráfico photo are hardened and accentuated in the Korda photograph. Che’s deep-set 

eyes, no longer guarded by sunglasses, are staring into a violent, uncertain future 

without fear. The comandante’s masculine, ominous gaze stares out into the world, 

proclaiming “This is what it means to be a man.”  

The Korda photograph’s hardness functions as a shift in the ideologies presented 

within the El Gráfico advertisement. Here, the guerrillero is not a combination of 

romance and danger, though there is certainly a romantic element to the comandante’s 

far-reaching gaze. However, viewers are not to envision the Che of the Korda 

photograph “danc[ing] seductively with a cantina woman […] almost kissing her but 

suddenly flinging her to the ground instead” à la Rudolph Valentino in The Four 
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Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Ramírez Berg 76). Korda’s rebel-leader would not deign 

to pursue a woman. Guevara’s sexual libido so strongly emanates from the photograph 

through his stern, austere face and taut features that there is no question of sexual 

conquest. The woman Che desires, already desires Che. Guevara is master of the male-

gaze, staring out into the world with sex-conditioned eyes, evidencing phallic power 

with a mere glance.22 As the romance appeal of the Korda photograph is superseded by 

sex, its danger-appeal is consequently amplified. The Guerrillero Heroico is tinged with 

both hostility and violence. The comandante’s beret is a symbol of militarism and war, 

promising that at a moment’s notice Che is capable of killing with or without warrant.23 

The fact that Che’s bomber-jacket is zippered to his chin suggests that at that very 

moment the rebel-leader is in the midst of guerilla warfare; Che is erect and prepared to 

die for the revolution. These masculine attributes are hyperbolized within the Korda 

photograph. El Che cannot be portrayed as a mere man, or even as an exotic Latin male 

(as per Motorcycle Che) in order to manifest the idea that he is a man apart, a person 

capable of inspiring both fear and respect from the world. Hypermasculinity and 

hypersexuality work together here: although Che will not romance his women into bed, 

the photograph promises that he will certainly have intercourse in a way that is violent 

and primitive. In this way, the Korda photograph of Che lends a new element to the 

myth of the Latin lover, making him akin to the cinematic El bandido stereotype. 

Again, the El bandido caricature has progressed from as early as the prototypical 

Mexican bandits from countless Western movies, to as late as the gangsters of the street 

films of the late twentieth century 80s and 90s (Ramírez Berg 68). In Western adventure 

movies, El bandido was a Latino male portrayed as “dirty and unkempt, usually 
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displaying an unshaven face, missing teeth, and disheveled, oily hair. Scars and scowls 

complete the easily recognizable image. Behaviorally, he is vicious, cruel, treacherous, 

shifty, and dishonest; psychologically he is irrational, overly emotional, and quick to 

resort to violence” (Ramírez Berg 68). This Latinized bandit was intentionally cast as a 

primitivistic Other to render Western films’ noble, white protagonists as superior in 

intellect and form. Decades later, El bandido resurfaced into mainstream cinema as a 

clean-cut, suited gangster with his violent tendencies and sexual appetite still intact 

(68). Tony Montana, the star cocaine dealer and mobster of Scarface, though 

glamorized by successive generations, is no less caricatured than his dirty, sordid, early 

Mexican counterpart. Coming back to the Korda photograph, the disheveled and 

unkempt appearance of Guevara is strikingly reminiscent of the El bandido stereotype 

and the Guerrillero Heroico’s portrayal of masculinity reestablishes the same tropes of 

this earlier stereotype, becoming a “cooler,” more alluring version of the Mexican 

bandit. The rebel-icon contains an element of the untidy, bearded, scowling bandido: 

Guevara’s face is in need of a routine shave, and his expression is imprinted with a 

disproving scowl. Che’s countenance also furnishes subtle hints of the suave, sleek, and 

refined bandido of 1980s and 1990s street films. The comandante appears untidy, yet 

not unclean. Somehow, Che’s long, flowing hair is subdued neatly under his star beret, 

and the overall impression the rebel-leader leaves is one of sophistication and tempered 

violence, as opposed to emotional volatility and moral bankruptcy. Physically, Che is 

cousin to the El bandido caricature; visually, the Korda image mutates the Latin bandit 

and turns him into a rebel with a cause. The perfectly circular shape of Che’s beret and 

windswept hair resemble a lion’s mane, lending Guevara the appearance of the noble 
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beast. Gone is the shifty, dishonest knave that lives within the bandido stereotype. The 

Korda photograph makes the Latin bandit an idealist. Pictorially, El Che is overtly 

violent, murderous, and masculine but not in the service of illegal drugs or armed 

robbery, as are his past, generalized counterparts. Korda’s Che will, however, kill for 

the invisible horizon that caught his intense gaze on the day the photo was taken.  

Regardless of whether Che wears a Mexican poncho, an Armani suit, or a star beret, he 

is still just as caricatured a version of Latino masculinity as is The Greaser in the 

Broncho Billy series. The hypersexualized, hypermasculinized, and refined bandido 

qualities of the Guerrillero Heroico are disseminated and recirculated with the Korda 

icon as stereotypes of Latinos.  

Both the El Gráfico image of Guevara and the Korda photograph reveal the 

extent to which the Latin American community has played a role in the formation of the 

Che icon worldwide. Ultimately, it was Argentinean advertisers who first took up the 

Che image, and in 1965, after the novelty of the Cuban Revolution had worn off and 

Che had renounced his Cuban citizenship in order to pursue more hands-on 

revolutionary endeavors in Bolivia, Fidel Castro was already reaping the benefits of 

championing the Che brand. As Cuba became more and more dependent on Soviet 

sugar subsidies for survival, and Che became increasingly critical of the USSR’s 

disinterest in global third world economies, Castro was faced with a dilemma: should he 

disassociate himself from his comrade-in-arms, risking the following of those who 

adored Che in Cuba, or should he deny their history and keep up appearances to the 

Soviets in order to support the island’s economy? In the end, Castro would choose both. 

To maintain the illusion of a revolutionary Cuban identity which opposed westernized 
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ideologies and their expansion, Castro needed to endorse, to some extent, Che’s 

radicalism. His promotion of Che ideals, however, was merely superficial. In reality, 

Castro would already begin to make Che an icon in Cuba, giving his writings more 

attention than ever, and in mid 1967, even before Guevara’s death, he would use the 

Korda image to launch a P.R. campaign maintaining the island’s status as a beacon of 

revolution. Later that year, the Salon de Mayo art showcase was moved from Paris to 

Havana, bringing with it French artists and intellectuals, and merging popular art with 

revolutionary discourses. Posters of Che and his writings were featured as the focal 

point of the gala. While Che was fighting real revolutionary battles in Latin America, 

Castro and these artists were celebrating the meaning of rebellion against capitalism, 

while simultaneously participating in its extortion (Casey 93-97). After Guevara’s 

death, the Che brand would make its way out of Cuba and into U.S corporate 

hegemonies, but the glamour-prospect of the Korda print would be redefined with 

respect to both U.S. and Hispanic individual markets.  

Selling Stereotypes: U.S. Corporate Power and the Latino/a Market 

In 2006 the Lowe Lintus advertisement agency that created Smirnoff’s “Hot and 

Fiery” publication was sued by Alberto Korda, the author of the Guerrillero Heroico. 

The photographer claimed that the company’s use of his Che photograph to advertise 

the new beverage was particularly offensive to the comandante’s memory because 

Guevara did not drink alcohol (Casey 313). The advertisement features the Korda image 

in black, floating against a backdrop of Smirnoff vodka bottles in what appears to be an 

inferno. Che, ever the composed revolutionary, is engulfed by flames and seems to 

embrace the fire that combusts his masculine energy. Again, the super-masculinity 
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of the Korda image is called upon to convey the hot and fiery hyper-phallus, while the 

image’s inflamed Smirnoff bottles resemble lit Molotov cocktails: Che may as well be 

in the middle of a chaotic scene from an action movie narrowly escaping from, or 

decidedly diving into, a blaze of glory. 

Overall, the publication suggests that Che and other Latino men are born 

fearless, sexual rogues who live life recklessly with little fear of the consequences. 

Although the advertisement intends to market Latino masculinity as desirable, it 

inevitably reinscribes the image with the same El bandido myths. For while Che’s 

obstinate persona is enviable, it also marks the comandante as dangerous. This 

corporate casting of Latinos as dangers seemingly urges the market audience to become 

more like its featured Other. This advertisement may conceivably read: “Drink Smirnoff 

vodka and be bold, sexual, and exotic—Drink and be a Latino, Drink and be like Che.” 

The ad glorifies the Latin Other, but he still maintains an inferior status; only when one 

is inclined to submit to their baser, more primitive instincts by drinking “Hot Fiery” 

Smirnoff vodka, will they embody a spicy, dangerous idea of Latin-ness. This 

Figure 5. Smirnoff’s “Hot and Fiery” advertisement. 
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adaptation of the Korda print potentially likens Latino masculinity to a by-product of 

alcohol consumption, resurrecting the volatile, uncontrollable rage/sexuality attributes 

of the bandido stereotype.  

When it comes to publicity images like the “Hot and Fiery” Smirnoff vodka 

advertisement, factors like race and ethnicity convolute the individual glamour that is 

contingent upon who is selling what, to whom. When white U.S. corporations sell their 

goods to Hispanic Americans there is a different authentication process than when 

Hispanic marketers sell products to Latino/a consumers. Hispanic advertisers tell their 

Latino/a audience that buying products like Goya is what makes them part of the 

Latino/a community, defining an authentic Latin experience through various goods. 

When white advertisers market to Latino/as, they may sell products to Hispanics that do 

not necessarily contain the same authentication processes. Buying Smirnoff vodka, for 

example, is not the same as buying Goya products. The Goya brand suggest an 

authenticity in that its products are seemingly made by, advertised to, and brought from 

Latino/s, while a company like Smirnoff may use Hispanics in their advertisements to 

appeal more to the community, but by no means create the same level of citizenship or 

belonging, as their products are marketed to a multitude of individuals and cultures. 

Arlene Dávila qualifies the relationship between U.S. Latino/Latin American 

advertising and the larger Hispanic community, arguing that images of the dominant 

members of Latinidad are used not only to express a desire for being, but also a politics 

of belonging, for citizenship is conveyed in the commercial discourses which include or 

exclude based on communal, prescriptive ideals (12-15). When it comes to 

Hispanic/Latin American publicity images there is a break from traditional 
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consumer/advertisement relations, as individual “glamour” is tied hand-in-hand with 

constructing a specific criteria of Latin-ness. As Dávila suggests, “the U.S. Hispanic 

marketing industry […] surface[s] tropes, images, and discourses that have become […] 

generalized representations of Hispanidad […] by addressing Latinos in culture specific 

ways, marketers break new ground and disseminate old and new material for the 

conceptualization of a trans-Latino identity that spans class, race, and nationality” (14). 

By employing glamour-models like Che Guevara to market Hispanic goods, Latin 

advertisers transform consumerism into a means of participating in collective 

citizenship. Purchasing a Che poster, at least in 1960 post-revolutionary Cuba, is 

tantamount to solidifying one’s participation in an authentic Cuban identity. The same 

concept applies to the small motor of the young comandante’s makeshift bike in El 

Gráfico: buying is an affirmation of the Latin lover myth, as well as citizens’ belief in 

the simulated community that Latin American advertisers merchandise. Purchasing 

“Hot and Fiery” Smirnoff vodka is also a means of solidifying the stereotypes of Latino 

masculinity, forging a sense of a people, but not necessarily a sense of belonging to the 

larger, pan-Latino/a community.  

Dávila further contends, however, that Hispanic and Latin American marketers 

are also guilty of recirculating stereotypes of Latinidad to broaden their marketing 

prospectus and make consumers of represented/unrepresented members of the 

community (14). In this way, Latino/a advertisers contribute to their own market 

conceptualizations, making glamour-prospects of a wide spectrum of individuals 

through various products to create a coalescent “We.” In essence, Hispanic advertisers 

employ a glamour-model like Jennifer Lopez to market a specific product, 
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communicating to the larger Latino/a community that “real” Latina women emulate the 

Puerto Rican celebrity, while those who do not participate in the suggested 

authentication process are not considered Hispanic enough. Instead of empowering the 

Latino/a community, these commercial discourses are self-negating and often contribute 

to the formation of a limited, misconstrued Latinidad that is based on resurfaced market 

generalizations of its peoples. Even though Latino/as are emulating themselves, they are 

still only subscribing to a corporate, narrow label of Hispanic to confine Latin-ness to 

the market sphere. This is particularly true of the Korda photograph where many of the 

adaptations of the Guerrillero Heroico that are featured on T-shirts, caps, and condoms 

are widely reproduced in Latin American countries.24 Nevertheless, the relationship that 

U.S. Latino/a and Latin American markets have with the Hispanic community takes on 

an interesting dynamic: it is the Self renegotiating its own identity, Hispanidad defining 

itself from within. In this model, Latinidad is defined in terms of performance; the Self 

looks into the mirror and adjusts its make-up and clothing with a particular viewership 

in mind. The garments left untouched in the closet are representations, or performances, 

that the Self has found no use for, or rather, the Othered individuals who are included in 

the collective idea of Latin-ness, but have no place in its visual manifestation.  

When the Latino/a community commercializes or capitalizes on its own 

stereotypes, there is an insularity that—while comparable to the oppressive discourses 

that instituted those generalizations—is strongly redolent of re-appropriation rather than 

recirculation of those images. When, for instance, Telemundo employs stereotypical 

representations like the Latin lover and El bandido in its novellas, there is an implicit 

acknowledgement by its Latino/a audience that not all Hispanics are like the programs’ 
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dramatized characters. Of course, this insular relationship often works against itself, as 

the generalizations that are projected by the community are more likely to be accepted 

as truths by its members. On the other hand, who better to dispel the exaggerated 

representations of the Hispanic market than the community itself? This insularity alters 

the power dichotomy of stereotypes that are designed out of a fetish-like fear of the 

non-white Other to reassure the Self of its possession of the racially dominant phallus. 

The mimicking of these forms by marginalized individuals may work to re-acquire and 

alter negative generalizations of the community (Bhabha 75). Where before, emulating 

whiteness blurred essentialist notions of racial difference, performing corporate 

depictions of Hispanic individuals may potentially work to unravel the same system of 

imperialist power. Performing corporate conceptions of Latino/as is similar to the Other 

community rehearsing the Self’s drawings of Hispanics. The marketing of the Korda 

icon by U.S. Latino/as may potentially re-appropriate the image, perhaps stripping it of 

its hypermasculine ethos. If advertised from a Latino/a vantage point, the “Hot and 

Fiery” version of Che may contain an implicit resistance to dominant hegemonies, 

reading potentially as a subversion or parody of the hyperphallic ideologies within the 

Korda print. More specifically, when Hispanic commercial media market a stereotypical 

image, they essentially say to the Latino/a community, “This is who we are,” mimicking 

white ideologies in what may become the re-appropriation of those stereotypical 

images. When white, U.S. corporate power publicizes these types of misrepresentations 

of Latin-ness it says, in turn, “This is who they are,” reinforcing the Western, imperial 

discourses that belittle and caricature the idea of Hispanidad to the general public. 

Again, Marta Caminero-Santangelo points out that the way that Latinidad is imagined 
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by dominant hegemonies has a profound affect on how Latin-ness is performed in the 

world (31). If the Latino/a community is defined in a limited way by U.S. corporations, 

the Self/Other relationship of imperialist discourses is reestablished, and white power 

figuratively castrates the Latino/a community of its cultural diversity and political 

relevancy, while reinstating whiteness as the status quo and possessor of the social 

phallus. Thus, when white advertisers employ stereotypes of Latino/as to sell products, 

they reinstall these oppressive discourses, calling upon the same power dichotomies of 

the imperial age to garner profit. This is precisely what happens when U.S. corporations 

misuse and disseminate the Korda photograph of Che since many of the companies that 

have been legally accountable for abusing the popular print are major U.S. marketers 

like Smirnoff vodka.  

In another ad campaign, Daimler AG, the German company that controls 

Mercedes-Benz, employed the Korda image, in yet another reiteration of 

hypermasculinity, to market their car-sharing, green endeavors. Alfonso Chardy and 

Juan O. Tamayo of The Miami Herald reported that Dieter Zetsche, an executive of the 

holding company, began his presentation on Mercedes’ emerging and innovation use of 

technologies by announcing, “Some colleagues still think that car-sharing borders on 

communism, but if that’s the case, viva la revolucion!”. Zetsche, attempting a witty 

reference to Che’s political affiliations and iconoclasm, begins his pitch with an 

invocation of the Korda photograph that pits car-sharing as the modern day revolution 

in automotive transport, proving once more that the comandante’s countenance can be 

used to market a variety of unrelated goods. Why was the Korda print used in this 

particular ad campaign? What is it about the comandante’s face that necessitates
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its juxtaposition with twenty-first century luxury vehicles? Like the Smirnoff vodka 

advertisement, this Mercedes-Benz presentation heavily relies on the masculine power 

that the Korda photograph’s comandante emits. In the brief moment that Zetsche 

showcased the photograph, Che’s face is the largest object that can be discerned on the 

stage, overshadowing even the company’s product. The two black, sleek, Mercedes, one 

of which appears in bat-mobile like fashion with its doors open from above, are present 

alongside Guevara, as is Zetsche himself. Evidently, this trio is meant to target a male 

audience. True to form, Che stares out into the crowd, imbuing the presentation and its 

products with a hypermasculine ethos. The rebel-icon’s presence is intended to sanction 

the act of car-sharing with his rogue fearlessness and opposition to Western 

imperialism, only here his image is paradoxically used to endorse those same discourses 

and to affirm the corporate power that qualifies Latino males. Zetsche, perhaps 

Figure 6. The Korda photograph as featured in Dieter 
Zetsche’s Mercedes-Benz presentation. 
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unconsciously, enlists this stereotype of Latino males as polished law-breakers to lend 

himself, a white executive of German descent, creditability with his predominately male 

audience in the hopes of selling more vehicles. In its sketchbook form, this marketing 

strategy is essentially the appropriation of a Latino glamour-idol by Western hegemonic 

power to generate capital. However seemingly positive a spin that these imperialistic 

powers place on the Korda image, the print is no less representative of the hyper-

phallic, violent, and overly sexual tropes of the El bandido stereotype. Appealing to a 

pop culture phenomenon like the Korda photograph enables Zetsche to demonstrate his 

social awareness, but the Daimler executive was not anticipating the backlash that he 

would later receive from members of the Latino community that have real-world 

experience with the actions Guevara committed in the name of revolution. Days later, 

the outrage caused by the presentation forced the Daimler agency to issue an apology to 

the exiled Cubans and anyone else that Che’s image may have offended (Chardy and 

Tamayo). The negative response to the Korda photograph by the Latino/a community 

may attest not only to its dislike of corporate America’s endorsement of the 

comandante, but also an inherent fear that Che, one of the most iconic images of the 

Hispanic community, may very well be interpreted by non-Latinos and those of Latin 

American descent as an ideal representative of the community at-large. In this way, 

U.S. commercial media can misconstrue an idea of Latinidad that potentially has global 

ramifications, and advertising machismo eventually qualifies the larger Latino/a 

community in limited, corporate terms. 

A Move Towards Re-presentation 

 The evolution of the Che icon from a youthful, adventurous Latin lover to an
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aggressive, lusty bandido has problematized the representation of U.S. Latino/as by 

corporate power, limiting Latin-ness to a performance of market hegemonies. Given the 

fact that Marta Caminero-Santangelo’s definition of Latinidad relies on its depiction in 

and performance of market ideologies, Latinos are subsequently defined as stereotypes 

by the Guerrillero Heroico’s portrayal of masculinity. This means that not only are 

Hispanic males qualified in limited ways, but that they will continue to be depicted as 

such. The Korda image’s hypermasculinity has been repeated and disseminated over 

and over again, varying only in respect to different sociohistorical contexts, but still 

repeating the same ideologies. Smirnoff vodka and Mercedes-Benz are not the only 

corporations that have profited on the marketability of machismo, and while the Korda 

photograph’s many popular, commercial depictions attest to the versatility of ethnic 

stereotypes, it is by no means the only illustration of its kind in the corporate sphere. In 

the same way that the Guerrillero Heroico is called upon by different merchants to 

portray various ideals for profit, so too are old stereotypes dusted-off and resurfaced. 

Another, more recent manifestation of the El bandido and Latin lover myths that, I 

suggest, is an offshoot of the Korda image’s idealism is the Most Interesting Man in the 

World, the suave and sleek Latino who is used to market Dos Equis beer. Like the 

popular photograph, the “Most Interesting” commercials feature a male of Latin 

American descent as the spokesperson, or glamour-model of hypermasculinity to 

similarly reiterate the negative tropes of Latin-ness.  

 Hired by the major Mexican company Cuauhtémoc Moctezuma Brewery, which 

manufactures the popular beverage, the Euro RSCG marketing firm agreed to produce 

copy for the corporation in 2006 to help boost declining sales. As Gunnar Hellisen 
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notes, “The Most Interesting Man in the World” campaign, which indeed helped raise 

the Mexican brewery’s profits by 22%, features a well dressed, sophisticated, and good 

looking older Hispanic male (Jonathan Goldsmith) as its spokesman. In his ripe age, 

this suave hombre has experienced electrifying and invigorating things a lesser man 

could never even fathom; he lends advice to his audience amid a soundtrack of Spanish 

guitars, video footage, and commentary of his legendary deeds. The majority of slogans 

for “The Most Interesting Man” include juxtapositions of hypersexuality with 

hypermasculinity such as “His blood smells like cologne,” or “He’s a lover not a 

fighter, but he’s also a fighter, so don’t get any ideas,” and “He could disarm you with a 

look, or his hands” (“Every Video from Dos Equis”). The commercials always end with 

the Dos Equis man surrounded by young, beautiful women as he reminds us that he 

does not often succumb to desires that are beneath him: “I don’t always drink beer, but 

when I do, I drink Dos Equis.”   

Similar to the Korda photograph, this ad campaign portrays Latino masculinity 

as a performance of machismo. Not only is the Most Interesting Man a superlative, he is 

also a farce: Jonathan Goldsmith must feign a Spanish-type accent to complete the role 

of Hispanic womanizer/ idol. Where Che is a product of U.S. corporatism, the Dos 

Equis man is, to some extent, the result of global conceptions of U.S. marketing of 

Latinos. The power and profitability of the Korda Che icon has led to the same 

reiterations of the Latin lover/El bandido myths among other advertisements like the 

Dos Equis campaign. Che and other males of Latin American descent take on whatever 

identity translates into tender for the U.S. market. The performance of Latin-ness that is 

based on market conceptions necessitates a response to those discourses by members of 
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the (mis)represented community. Additionally, Judith Butler contends that performance 

can also manifest itself as a subversion of identity politics, obfuscating Self/Other 

distinctions by intermingling both, disparate gender personas. Thus, the Guerrillero 

Heroico’s portrayal of machismo may too be undermined by un-performing Latino 

masculinity so that it is at odds with its market depiction. The Korda image, however, 

calls for a very different type of re-presentation of the popular photograph and its 

stereotypes of Latino masculinity. The comandante cannot very well reinvent himself, 

and the various cinematic depictions of the rebel-hero help to recreate the guerilla’s life, 

thereby making Che more real to twenty-first century audiences, but never really getting 

to the heart of the ideology of the Korda photograph. For this type of resistance to 

function as opposition to the masculine ideologies of the Korda icon it must come in a 

nuanced, emasculate form, or it runs the risk of reinscribing stereotypes of maleness as 

attributes of subversion. In other words, any resistance to hypermasculinity that 

involves aggression, violence, or rebellion may also run the risk of reinstalling 

generalizations that rely on the same overtly masculine elements. To combat the 

Guerrillero Heroico’s performance of machismo, these stereotypes need to be re-

illustrated, re-presented, and recontextualized in an embrace of the comandante’s face 

that performs resistance to hegemonic conceptions of Latinidad. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

RE-IMAGING SEXY: MODIFYING THE KORDA ICON IN  

ANA MENÉNDEZ’S LOVING CHE 

Ana Menéndez’s novel Loving Che serves as a refreshing alternative to the 

corporate appropriations of the Korda icon within the U.S. market that have often 

depicted the famous guerilla in a way that accentuates Che’s hypermasculine, 

hypersexual, and hyperphallic attributes. When the Guerrillero Heroico, arguably the 

most famous image of a Latino/a within the visual market, communicates the Latino 

identity as a performance of machismo (i.e. Latin males are rough, tough, aggressive, 

and rebellious) that is then printed onto various products and clothing to market specific 

brands, the mimetic relationship between the U.S. and Latinidad can exist only as a 

“subscribe and perform” binary. As I suggest in the previous chapter, the popular 

photograph of Ernesto “Che” Guevara is used to market corporate brands, is featured on 

items that range from T-shirts to condoms, and is embraced as a market icon that 

transmits a particular corporate ideology for revenue. In such case, Latin-ness is a mere 

subsidiary of the market, reflecting the limiting discourses of the mainstream by 

performing and re-performing the status quo.25 The Korda icon’s use in the market 

establishes Latino males as the embodiment of machismo, excluding from the category 

Hispanic males who perhaps do not perform this type of hypermasculinity outside of 

visual media. Latino men that do not manifest the angry, rebellious, or suave and 

sensual stereotypes of Hispanic masculinity, as the popular print suggests, are in fact 
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non-Latino/as. It is Menéndez’s 2003 novel about the less publicized and potentially 

uncovered angles of Che Guevara that challenges the prescribed masculinity of the 

Guerrillero Heroico, contending that just as often as a guerilla-icon is constructed in the 

market he can also be deconstructed in the same vein. From its first pages, Loving Che 

challenges the idea that photographs can represent true individual subjects.  

 Enlisting the novel’s unnamed narrator to illustrate a tentative revolt against the 

photo-making process by picture-subjects, Menéndez questions the ability of 

photographs to capture the essence of a human being. Remarking on her preoccupation 

with personal photographs, the nameless female protagonist of Loving Che writes:       

Whenever I travel, I like to spend the last day of my journey in the old 

part of town, lingering for hours in junk stores whose dusty shelves […] 

always seem to be piled high with old magazines and books and 

yellowed photographs […] many of the subjects of these old 

photographs, I’ve come to notice, carry a grave shadow about their 

mouths, as if they were already resisting the assertion that these images 

might represent their true selves. (1)  

With this statement, the book’s picture enthusiast alters the one-sidedness of voyeurism, 

divulging to her readers a double-relationship between individuals who are pictured in 

advertisements, literature, and personal photo collections versus their “true selves,” or 

genuine characters. Photographed persons, the nameless protagonist suggests, are 

sometimes aware of the stagnancy of their pictorial renderings and may perhaps resist 

the camera’s stilling lens while nevertheless participating in the reification process. 

Casting a “grave shadow” about the mouths of these timeless subjects uncovers an 
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ambivalent tension on the surface of the photograph, the line between object and 

viewer. The subjects’ subtle, disapproving grayness betrays the photographs’ looming 

impartiality or third-person distance and manifests dissension, opposition, and 

resistance to its mechanizations. When photographs are incapable of portraying even 

personal, unilateral identities how can they aspire to project unified conceptualizations 

of large, complex communities? Loving Che’s undercutting of this type of photo system 

reconsiders the capacity for images of single persons to stand for entire communities. 

More specifically, while corporate America may present generalizations about U.S. 

Latino/as through visual media and the community’s dominant members, I propose that 

Menéndez’s novel articulates a potential means of mitigating these tense borders by 

using photographs of a Hispanic and male pop-icon to dispel generalities of the larger, 

pan-Latino community. Loving Che transfers the face of Che Guevara into a private, 

feminine space that is Teresa’s diary to re-construct and re-build the Korda print’s 

discursive, corporatized, and Latinized hypermasculinity photo for photo, image after 

image. Tempering Che’s hypermasculinity through a female lover’s lens allows the 

novel to redefine a Latinidad that relies on nostalgic, hard-edged 1960s resistance by 

first adding an androgynous, semiotic element to the Korda icon, and then using other, 

less corporatized photographs of the comandante within the diary’s feminine space in a 

performance of anti-machismo.26 Re-imaging the sexy, market version of the rebel-

leader and replacing him with a gentle and vulnerable lover re-appropriates Che’s 

image, altering Latino masculinity and resistance that is typically qualified in male 

terms while offering new ways to define Latin-ness apart from its mainstream 

illustration. 
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As a novel that revolves around images, it comes as no surprise that the majority 

of the critical research on Loving Che is centered on its photographs of the popular 

comandante from during and after the Cuban Revolution. The novel’s interrogation of 

empirical history via archival photographs has led to a divide in conversations among 

its critics. At one end, researchers like Robert L. Sims suggest that the novel merges 

text and image to transcend official history and de-commodify Che Guevara. 27 In 

another trend, Isabel Alvarez Borland places the book within the politics of Cuban-

American identities, arguing that its paradoxical juxtaposition of individual story-telling 

and official history (via the photographs of El Che) encourages a personalization of the 

historical record, glorifying the manipulation of historiographic contexts.28 Each of the 

critical avenues navigate the terrain of Cuban/Cuban-American identity through the 

rebel-icon or the larger framework of the island’s literature and art, but does not locate 

Loving Che in the juncture of U.S. Latino/a literary theory or general conceptions of 

Latinidad. To Sims, the de-commodification of El Che bridges felt history with the 

“meaningless surface of the technical image,” but has no bearing on market stereotypes 

of Latin-ness (107). Alvarez Borland discusses Menéndez’s use of photographs as 

unique to the negotiation of Cuban-American culture, but does apply her assessment to 

the novel’s contribution to Hispanic literature more generally. In other words, while 

Loving Che evidences an interesting relationship between Cuban American authors, 

Alvarez Borland does not quite view the novel in terms of Latinidad or the Latino/a 

canon. Raphael Dalleo and Elena Machado Sáez break new ground in the novel’s 

critical landscape, planting the book as a response to post-Castro, Miami-based 
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conservatism and Leftist, New York “ghetto fiction” in the formation of a Latino/a 

canon. 

 The Latino/a Canon and the Emergence of Post-Sixties Literature discloses the 

contentious relationship that Cuban and Cuban-American writers like Ana Menéndez 

have had with anti-market depictions of Latinidad. Authors Dalleo and Machado Sáez 

write, “The stereotype of the Cuban-American community in the U.S. as fleeing the 

1959 revolution, predominantly white, politically conservative, and solidly middle-class 

is often invoked as the rationale for not categorizing Cuban Americans as U.S. 

Latino/as” (160). Latinidad, as proposed by Juan Flores’ radical, anti-corporate model 

in From Bomba to Hip-Hop: Puerto Rican Culture and Latino Identity, these authors 

suggest, omits Cuban-American authors’ engagement with commercial discourses 

because these writers are presumably not as “out-of-touch” with the U.S. market as are 

other Latino/as. Dalleo and Machado Sáez assert that this type of insularity sequesters 

the Latino/a canon by privileging certain explicit, overt, and aggressive resistances to 

the mainstream over others that creatively and progressively reconcile social justice 

with market success (2). Within this lens, the authors contend that Loving Che 

articulates the “double-bind” that Cuban-American authors are often faced with, as 

Menéndez must address politically conservative, Miami-based Cuban society while 

invoking the revolutionary ethos of the 1960s generation as the common inheritance of 

Cuban Americans into the Latino/a community (171). In this critique of the novel, 

photographs of Che Guevara are used to express the tension between the pre and post 

revolution Cuban communities. Identifying this revolutionary strain as a global 

phenomenon that Cuban Americans are ultimately unready to accept, Dalleo and 
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Machado Sáez posit that Loving Che evidences nostalgia for the 1960s while redefining 

its ideologies of revolution and their disappointment as a common denominator of 

Latino/a writers (174). 

Going beyond The Latino/a Canon and the Emergence of Post-Sixties 

Literature’s hypothesis, I posit that Menéndez’s novel not only revolutionizes Latino/a 

literature, but that it also addresses greater pictorial, stereotypical representations of 

Latinidad within the U.S. market. As Arlene Dávila suggests in Latinos, Inc., the visual 

marketplace is where accessible, generic forms of Hispanic identity have alternated 

based on both Latino/a and Anglo sensibilities, revealing the extent to which Latinidad 

is affected by the political interests of both groups (90). Loving Che’s unique 

geopolitical position allows Menéndez to engage with its specific, conservative Miami 

audience as well the greater Latino/a community, and a white, non-Hispanic audience. 

The novel’s general market success, Dalleo and Machado Sáez propose, is not at odds 

with the 1960s aggressive and radical social justice critiques. However, its creative 

reconciliation of these poles enables both the inclusion of Cuban-American literature 

into the category of U.S. Latino/a writing, and a re-imaging of commercialized Latino 

masculinity that can only be accomplished via the market, its catalyst. As these authors 

postulate, writers like Ana Menéndez must rethink Flores’s resistant tradition by 

engaging with the post-sixties phenomenon that is the U.S. global market, as little 

escapes its far reaching grasp (2). Marta Caminero-Santangelo highlights this force as a 

defining factor in conceptions of Latinidad and describes an engagement with these 

discourses as necessary to understanding how Latin-ness is constructed and performed 

(31).  
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As a popular culture icon, the Che image is part of the community forming 

processes that arbitrate what is and is not considered Hispanic. Alberto Korda’s 

Guerrillero Heroico has undergone a multitude of market adaptations, reiterating and 

recirculating major stereotypes of Latino masculinity with respect to specific 

sociohistorical contexts. The fluctuation of Che’s identity by advertisers mirrors how 

Caminero-Santangelo qualifies the pivoting lines of Latino/a identity that are drawn, 

redrawn, and performed depending on the demands of popular culture. I assert, 

therefore, that confronting Latino/a masculinity as it exists in the Korda print is a means 

of resisting mainstream conjectures of the larger community. The iconic photograph 

presents Latino/a masculinity as a performance of hypersexual, hyper-phallic, and 

hegemonic machismo that must be unrehearsed to allow for a more nuanced and 

potentially less marketed portrayal of Latin males. Loving Che confronts and challenges 

traditional market appropriations of the Korda image, unraveling and revealing its role 

in the formation of Latinidad, breathing life and depth into a two dimensional object. 

In highlighting the affinity between market generalizations of U.S Latinos, then, 

Loving Che provides a break from the traditional, commercialized use of the Korda 

photograph. Though Menéndez must operate through corporate discourses like the 

publishing industry, she is able to present a potential model for the non-market portrayal 

of Che and Latino masculinity.29 Because Loving Che’s comandante is loving, 

affectionate, vulnerable, and full of depth, so too, perhaps, may U.S. Latino males be 

portrayed within the market; undermining one stereotypical representation, I suggest, 

presents burgeoning possibilities for the wider Latino/a community. Where Menéndez 

mixes and morphs reality and perception with photograph in a feminine, semiotic space 
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to re-create corporate America’s Che, she also deconstructs the generalizations of 

Latino machismo upon which the image is inextricably bound, making resistance of the 

mainstream an imagistic play of masculine and feminine opposites.  

Settling Scores: Debunking the Myth of the Guerrillero Heroico 

Menéndez wastes no time in confronting the highly contested and marketed 

Guerrillero Heroico. As soon as Loving Che’s unnamed narrator discovers the package 

containing her mother, Teresa de la Landre’s magazine clippings and writings, the 

narrative transitions into a feminized, personal account of the popular guerilla.30 The 

single depiction of the Korda photograph in Menéndez’s novel is centered on 

positioning the image in direct contradiction with its market portrayal. The Korda image 

is the first one used within the novel and is placed underneath a “Loving Che” heading, 

as well as a poem that translates: “My first efforts appear false/ and now all I have are 

pieces of memories/ written over flags in the wind” (13). Doubling the novel’s title on 

page thirteen, only a fraction into its two hundred and twenty eight pages, illustrates the 

work’s self-referential qualities. It is almost as if the book does not begin until the 

reader arrives in the exact moment where Che’s market persona is called into account—

Teresa’s diary, a non-linear, dreamlike account of the unnamed narrator’s mother and 

Che, her supposed lover. Resting underneath this re-used title, the poem, presumably 

joined to this image by Teresa, appears to be written from the point of view of the 

comandante himself, lamenting the fate of his life and its remnants. The “pieces of 

memories” are the photographs that Che has left behind, but the image depicts only the 

Korda print repeated over and over again, in what is arguably a critique of the 

corporate, repetitious adaptation of the rebel-icon. Featured in black and white, the 
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hypermasculinity of Che no longer contains vestiges of hypersexuality and aggression. 

The grayness of the photograph contributes to the overarching melancholy, loss, and 

gravity of the adjacent stanza. The position of the poem is such that the reader must 

view its message before he or she can see the image, thereby imbibing the Korda print 

with its pathos. This beautiful, somber verse is ironically placed alongside a 

mechanical, illuminated reproduction of the guerilla. Corporate repetition and 

redundancy, the novel suggests, fragments memory and nostalgia like shards of broken 

dreams or “flags in the wind” (13), and there is something amiss in how U.S. advertisers 

have repeated the hypermasculine ethos of the Guerrillero Heroico to increase company 

revenues. Repeating stereotypical, Latinized masculinity via Che is an indirect way for 

advertisers to construct machismo as a market product: when one overly masculine use 

of the popular print garners sales it solidifies the profitability of machismo, producing 

other, even more masculine appropriations of the comandante’s image that end in the 

reproduction of not only the guerilla-icon, but hyperbolic maleness. In contradistinction 

Figure 7. The Korda print as it appears in Loving Che. 
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to the market version of the Korda print, Loving Che imagines the comandante speaking 

to his spectators through an imagistic void, chastising corporate America’s usurpation 

of his image with the poem’s emotive cry.   

Teresa, who inserts various photos of the comandante into her personal journal, 

uses this 1968 photograph of the Korda image titled “A Cuban Artist’s Installation” as 

an unconscious challenge to advertisers like Smirnoff vodka and Mercedes-Benz. The 

“Hot and Fiery” advertisement and Dieter Zetsche presentation both feature the 

Guerrillero Heroico in magnified proportions to market specific ideas, relying heavily 

on the picture’s depiction of hyperbolized masculinity to give their products Che’s 

trademark revolutionary edge.  In opposition to these commercial discourses, Loving 

Che’s use of the Korda print does not thrive on the rebel-icon’s portrayal of machismo. 

In this 1968 photograph, the comandante’s intense gaze is somewhat diluted, and there 

is a slight shadow that hovers over Che’s face, tempering the effects of his male gaze 

(13).  To further occlude the guerilla’s masculine libido, the reader’s view of the 

comandante is marred by figures whose faces are blank voids that emphasize the 

uniformity of Che’s visage. It is ambiguous whether or not these bodies are male or 

female, and if their shadows are looking into the camera or at the actual photo. What is 

certain is the contrast between Che’s photograph and the voids evinced by the faceless 

figures. In one, the reader can perceive a face, in the other, the subtle image of a body. 

The shadows in the photo are able to thwart a gaze which dehumanizes and 

commodifies, while Che is objectified and immobilized. His image projects an impotent 

reality: Che lives at the whim of the subjects who adorn his photograph with individual, 
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decontextualized meaning. Here, there is no room for re-interpretation or re-illustration. 

The bodies are active agents, and the face is only an object to be viewed, a spectacle.  

Through this photograph, Menéndez attempts to signify on, and yet interrogate, 

the commercialization of the rebel-hero.31 Making photographic subjects of voyeurs 

who are not typically depicted in finished images allows the author of this 1968 picture, 

and Menéndez, to record the viewing process, turning a mirror on an implied corporate 

audience. The powers that profit on the malleability of Che’s form are no longer 

permitted to remain anonymous and invisible, but are exposed with the shadowy forms. 

Depicting viewers within this image acknowledges the corporate subjectivities that are 

at play within the Korda photograph. The multiple advertisers that profit on adaptations 

of the popular image converge to partake in the misappropriation of Che’s face. As a 

purveyor of discursive ideologies, the Che icon’s multiplicity seems to form a type of 

projection-screen in the cover image of Teresa’s diary. In this light, the faceless figures 

become advertisers standing in front of the product of their hard work (here, Che’s 

objectified image), congratulating themselves on the success of their business endeavors 

(the commodities that the Korda image helped to sell). Loving Che thus acknowledges 

the corporate ideologies at-play within the Korda photograph, while critically engaging 

with their appropriation of the image.  

Not only that, Menéndez uses this photograph of the well known Korda image to 

create holes in corporate imaging.32 Where the Smirnoff and Mercedes advertisements 

depend on an unobstructed view of the comandante’s face, Loving Che’s photograph 

clouds its viewers’ perception. As the rows of images descend, there is less clarity and 

resolution of Guevara’s face. Several of the bodies stand in the way of the reader’s view 
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of Che, and two of them block him completely. In the last row of images, the rebel-icon 

is de-connected from the market and hidden. Where perception allows only intake, 

Menéndez uses this picture not only to point out the flaws in the modern reception of 

Che, but also to proffer an alternate version of the comandante, making visuality an 

active process. She not only recognizes the corporate discourses at play within the 

image, she attempts to thwart them throughout Loving Che in a constant “refer and 

alter” pattern. By blanking-out the Che image, this photograph is not only able to 

contest the way that Che has been misused and misrepresented by corporate America, it 

subsequently challenges an accessible, Latinized version of machismo that both non-

Latinos and Latinos wish to embody and purchase.  

Together, the elegiac poem and 1968 image work to transfer the Korda print and 

its ideologies into a feminine semiotic space. Loving Che, a novel that features two 

disparate female protagonists is, for all intensive purposes, centered on a search for lost 

maternity.33 The nameless narrator spends most of her life confronted with the sparse 

memory of her unknown mother, and by the end of the novel she must be content in 

Teresa’s unfulfilling reliability. Moreover, the first page/cover of Teresa’s diary 

initiates the embrace of the comandante by these two women and the maternal realm.34 

Che’s intense gaze is altered by the emotional poem that precedes “A Cuban Artist’s 

Installation” through the verse’s meaning, as well as its structure. Poetry, as Julia 

Kristeva argues in Revolution in Poetic Language, “disturb[s] the logic that dominate[s] 

the social order […] through that logic itself, by assuming and unraveling its position, 

its syntheses, and hence the ideologies it controls” (82). As a challenge to the totalizing 

system of signifiers that Kristeva terms the symbolic, poetry is able to subvert the 
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monolithic network of classification that post-Oedipal beings must adhere to in order to 

become individual subjects. Poetry’s rhythmic cadences and double-meanings, 

according to Kristeva, instill the symbolic with semiotic, pre-Oedipal drives, dissolving 

the social order that jettisons the maternal in pursuit of the phallus-possessing father to 

constitute selfhood (60). Placing a poem immediately next to the 1968 image of 

Guevara manifests an attempt at unhinging the social, phallocentric ideologies of the 

Korda image; the poem casts doubt and uncertainty on the concrete depiction of 

maleness as overly sexual and aggressive. Where figurative language is able to contest 

the symbolic order’s phallogocentrism and reclaim the presence of the maternal as a 

revolution in language, it is also capable of adding a feminine element to the 

corporatized, Latinized, and hypermasculine ethos of the Korda print, making Che and 

Latin males androgynous subjects.  

As an androgynous Latino, Che is neither completely effeminate nor overly 

macho, but is instead a balance of these two extremes, contrary to his cameo 

appearances in “Hot and Fiery” Smirnoff vodka and the Mercedes sales pitch. 

Androgyny tempers the hyperphallic man-power that is implied by the Korda icon, and 

in doing so loosens the corporate grip that merchandizes the image’s hardness. Flaccid 

as opposed to erect, Che’s market value decreases tenfold; without this metaphorical 

super-organ, the Korda image cannot advertise Latino masculinity as a performance of 

aggression and primitive sexuality. Consequently, El bandido and the Latin lover, myths 

that adhere to the Korda image, are also undermined: neither stereotype can survive 

without the super-maleness to which both stubbornly cling. El bandido cannot remain 

vicious, dirty, and threatening if he contains even a vestige of femininity, nor can the 
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Latin lover stay dangerous and desirous if his sexuality is dependent on less primitive 

and more emotional means of love making. Femininity does not work to castrate or 

queer these representations of Latino masculinity; rather, it operates as a figurative 

leveler of the hyper-phallus, which, in the first place, constitutes these stereotypes as a 

means of warding off an Anglo fear of the Other.35 The Che of the Korda icon is not, 

therefore, impotent—he is in love. Teresa’s diary reimages the guerilla in a revolution 

of the feminine, a rebellion of the heart.  

Additionally, the 1960s Civil Rights social activism, or resistance to dominant 

conceptualizations of Latin-ness by U.S. Latino/as, has been qualified by Juan Flores as 

militant and defiant, nominally masculine attributes that limit the definition of 

resistance to a display of aggression or nation-pride. Interestingly enough, Flores 

positions this type of resistance as a bygone and yet peak period in pan-Latino/a 

identity, overlooking notions of love and poetry as illustrations of this past, recalcitrant 

movement (202). Where then, does Loving Che’s androgynous portrayal of Latino 

masculinity, via the rebel-icon, fit within this trend? How can a lamenting, feminine 

version of the comandante re-write this resistant model, when Che’s “Cuban 

Revolution[ary]” rebellion—a defining factor in Flores’ criteria for Latin identity—is 

itself a product of the mainstream? What constitutes Latinidad must be re-performed 

and re-constructed to meet this new, less market saturated demand. Once Menéndez has 

presented a nuanced version of the Korda print, she can begin to rebuild Che’s identity, 

and with it, Latino masculinity.  

Something Old, New, Borrowed, and Re-used 

As previously noted, Marta Caminero-Santangelo identifies the U.S. market as 
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an arbiter of Latino/a identities, suggesting that Latinidad is an arbitrary construct that 

performs the demands of the mainstream (31). Judith Butler, on the other hand, qualifies 

performance as resistance to social male/female dichotomies, arguing that playing 

various genders subverts a social system that is based on such distinctions of 

classification. In Gender Trouble, Butler writes: “Her/his performance destabilizes the 

very distinctions between the natural and the artificial, depth and surface, inner and 

outer through which discourse about gender almost always operates. Is drag the 

imitation of gender, or does it dramatize the signifying gestures through which gender 

itself is established?” (xxxi). In short, Butler explores the role that gender play has in 

revealing the discursive system of sexual difference that governs our society.  Although 

Butler herself does not apply the concept of performativity to race or ethnicity, her 

model provides an interesting means of challenging Latinidad as it relates to the U.S. 

market, and rebuilding the comandante’s machismo bridges racial and gendered 

performance systems. Where Caminero-Santangelo views performance as subscription 

to dominant hegemonies, Butler’s theory provides an avenue for performance to resist 

mainstream depictions, though of course Che is not a drag queen, or a male actor 

playing a woman’s role. The comandante’s androgynous, male/female performance 

occurs in a subtle breakdown of his hyperphallic imagistic qualities through a softening 

of the rogue, hard-edged, and domineering faculties that are associated with the 

Guerrillero Heroico’s depiction of maleness. In other words, although the Korda print 

re-circulates Latino masculinity as a performance of hypermasculinity, Loving Che 

expunges the photograph’s corporatism through a performance of anti-machismo, or 
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femininity (i.e. gentleness vs. rigidity, love vs. aggression, and vulnerability vs. 

guardedness) that occurs within Teresa’s diary, an inherently feminine, private space. 

The poem that engulfs the Korda print into a space that resembles Kristeva’s 

semiotic is the first, but by no means singular, expression of the feminine in Teresa’s 

account of her relationship with the comandante. This space, which is qualified as 

intimate and private—a diary intended only for Teresa that is later addressed to her 

daughter who lives in Miami—is the setting, or backdrop of Che’s transformative 

performance from a rebel-icon into a docile lover. Guevara’s secret lover writes of her 

experience before and after the Cuban Revolution through a female lens in an almost 

dream-like sequence, which makes it difficult for readers to discern whether or not the 

events described are really happening, or if they are a result of Teresa’s obvious 

infatuation with Che. The uncertainty that underscores the sequence of narrated events 

allows the journal-writer to retell the story of the Korda icon in more nuanced, a less 

marketed terms. In essence, Menéndez takes the market product (i.e. Che’s image) and 

uses its accessibility against itself. Upon first meeting the famed rebel-leader, for 

example, the guerilla lover writes: “It seems like a dream now to retell this. I have not 

told this story ever. And now to put it into words seems unreal even to me. But it all 

happened; everything I put down here in the halting rhythm of memory, happened” 

(54), while a picture of the comandante in an arm-cast, perhaps as he appeared in the 

moment to Teresa, or perhaps placed at random, is featured on the adjacent page. 

Qualifying this memory as similar to an unconscious reality casts doubt upon the 

writer’s trustworthiness. Teresa’s subsequent avowal of the truth of the described 

sequence further clouds her reliability, reading more like a denial of untruth than a plea 
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for belief. Instead of impugning Teresa’s perspective, re-imaging Che through this 

unsteady, love-encumbered lens allows the Cuban woman to potentially unhinge the 

corporate powers that use the Korda photograph to market different truths about Latino 

masculinity. When advertisers construct Latin-ness as a performance of machismo, via 

the popular photograph, in a mix of hypersexuality and aggression they use Che’s image 

as a market product. Re-imaging the comandante through a photograph that has not 

been as corporatized as the Korda print in a way that does not product-place hyperbolic 

masculinity is a direct stab at the way that the image has been appropriated in the past. 

Merchandisers wish to hide the conscious decision-making processes that go into 

selling the hypermasculine attributes of the Guerrillero Heroico. The marketing 

strategies of these types of corporations are rarely given a voice outside of the 

Figure 8. Che, as he may have appeared, 
upon meeting Teresa.  
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advertisements themselves. Teresa, on the other hand, makes no secret of her 

sentimental attachment to, and affectionate memories of the comandante, or of her role 

in re-imaging Che’s market persona by inserting photographs of Che from various 

foreign magazines into her diary (84).  

Moreover, in this feminine world Teresa is the metaphorical director of Che’s 

soft performance. As the guardian of this private past, Mrs. de la Landre’s memory 

dictates what is, and is not, remembered or included in her diary. Furthermore, because 

she is Che’s lover, Teresa is able to view the rebel-icon in a romantic light, 

remembering Guevara’s smell, touch, feel, etc., rather than his revolutionary 

accomplishments or masculine feats. In their first meeting, the journal-writer recalls not 

the honor of having such a high-profile guest visit her home. She recalls instead how 

Che appeared to her on this first encounter, slowly peeling away the overtly masculine 

attributes of the Korda icon with her description. The commentary that accompanies the 

image on the adjacent page reads, “There he stands at the front door, his arm still in a 

cast. Walking through the door ahead of the others, his hair greasy, his uniform dirty, 

walking, eyes ablaze” (55). Within this non-linear, sporadic description of their first 

meeting, Che still appears as a strong and disheveled comandante; only the detail of his 

arm “still in a cast” discloses a fallibility and breakability that is absent from the Korda 

Che’s implicit imperviousness. In this photograph, Che’s face is not in the hardened, 

tense stare of the Korda print, but contains a glimpse of a smile and a tinge of 

boyishness, or even nervousness. The comandante is slouched forward with one hand 

curled inward while the other broken arm rests uncomfortably at his side. It would be 

difficult to picture this man as the hyperphallic Latino depicted within the Korda print. 
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The traces of hypersexuality are washed away by a more nuanced and genuine charm. 

Even though Guevara’s face is unshaven, the comandante does not stare violently out 

into the distance. His eyes are fixed, for all intents and purposes, on Teresa. As the 

keeper of her own, however questionable, memories, Teresa chose to include this 

photograph of the comandante within her private, feminine world because it potentially 

expresses how she viewed her past lover, and how he once viewed her. In this moment, 

Teresa chooses to remember the comandante not as a revolutionary icon, but as a man 

altered by an encounter with his beloved. Where machismo suggests that Che remain 

nonchalant and indifferent to his love interest, never deigning to over-reveal his 

affection with a show of preference, Teresa’s staging of this particular memory with this 

particular photograph achieves a reciprocal balance of admiration between both 

persons. Hypermasculinity, by default, renders female subjects more aware of their 

inferior positions through an overemphasis of absent power. Che’s subtle performance 

of a more feminine, harmonious attraction through the depiction of a slightly nervous, 

star-struck guerilla (via the cast-photograph) renders this relationship as a bond between 

equals. Neither Teresa nor Che will dominate this secret, hidden relationship. In the 

public, Che must perform the duties of a rebel-leader. Privately, the lover’s hyperphallic 

market qualities can be shed. Thus, although the veracity of Loving Che’s romantic 

relationship remains ambiguous, this non-linear, dream-like, and often hidden love 

affair enables Teresa to potentially erase Che’s quantifiable and proliferous corporate 

appearance by allowing her to direct the rebel-icon’s performance of machismo through 

her female lover’s point-of-view.  
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Most of the comandante’s transformation from a one-dimensional pop-icon into 

a living, breathing being occurs within Teresa’s art studio, the heart of the diary’s 

feminine space.36 Not long after their first encounter, Che’s lover writes of a visit to this 

studio by Ernesto that alters her perception of his public persona. Teresa remembers: 

“So it was that I was absorbed in my work early morning,” and all of the sudden, “[Che] 

stood before me [seeming] very much the man in the photographs and at the same time 

not at all him. Of course, there are things that a photograph can’t capture” (65). With 

this statement, Teresa undermines the comandante’s corporate appropriations, asserting 

that beneath the Korda photograph’s cold, hard portrayal of stereotypical Latin 

machismo there is an essence of personhood that cannot be captured within a camera’s 

stilling lens. Where corporations profit on portraying Che in a blaze of glory, or as the 

face of revolution in their advertisements and presentations, Che’s image, very much 

embedded with its own portrayal of hypermasculinity as well as that of stereotypes like 

El bandido and the Latin lover, is discounted and negated by Teresa. Because “a 

photograph can’t capture” the essence of a human being, Che’s image must be 

reinvented and re-imaged within this private, feminine space. It is here, in Teresa’s 

studio, where Che’s image is separated from the market’s totalizing, repetitious grasp. 

For the first time the comandante is described as an animate agent: “The smell, yes. But 

also a roundness, a totality. A man whose full face seems gentle and kind may reveal 

himself something altogether different in profile. Gestures, movements—all these 

things go into an image of a person, or even of an object,” and again “He was so alive, a 

man of breath and skin, and as I stood there with my paints I saw that within this life of 

his was contained death” (65). Teresa, appropriately holding paint in hand, begins to 
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metaphorically paint dimension into Che. The rebel-icon is rendered less of an object 

and more of a “gentle and kind” man whose “gestures” and “movements” create a three 

dimensional depth or “totality” of character. This depth is an attribute that is 

unquantifiable and un-photographable. True character, therefore, cannot be illustrated or 

depicted within the market world of images that sell particular concepts of a pan-

Latino/a identity to non-Hispanics and Hispanics alike. Here, Teresa reimages the 

comandante as an empathetic, sentimental male who, although clearly in pursuit of a 

love affair, does not attempt to woo her with his danger-appeal, or other displays of 

pride or machismo. As a result, Latinos are also depicted as equally understanding, 

compassionate, and vulnerable. When Ernesto does not bring his revolutionary 

entourage or other weapons with him on this particular visit to Teresa’s studio, he 

makes himself and a Latino image completely vulnerable to revision. In fact, Che—

whose image is a major contributor to the hypermasculine Latino stereotype within the 

U.S. market—is the only male visitor that ever appears within this female sphere, which 

compartmentalizes the interplay of his masculine and feminine attributes. Che leaves 

behind the symbolic, hyperphallic world of post-revolutionary Cuba in exchange for 

Teresa’s private one, becoming the canvas onto which the woman can paint, reimage, 

and rehearse Latino masculinity.  

As the comandante takes on a softer, less macho and aggressive version of his 

market self, the Korda image’s hyperbolic depiction of masculinity becomes more 

distant and opaque, allowing an illustration of other aspects of Hispanic maleness to 

surface. Where before, Che’s image was used to market a fiery, spicy alcoholic 

beverage and make car-sharing a more masculine habit, deeper into Teresa’s diary and 
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the lovers’ affair the archival images of Che begin to take on more androgynous 

qualities. After their first sexual encounter, Teresa describes another moment where she 

and Che are within her studio making love: “I am above him, watching him, this man 

who is not a hero or a photograph; who is only warm, smelling of moss ground, his 

body before me, freckled and soft, his skin tacky to the touch with dried sweat. He 

blinks slowly. He grabs my hair with one hand and pulls […] gently, his other hand in 

the small of my back” (101). Teresa describes her lover as a living body, not a stagnant 

image. Che is “freckled,” “soft,” “warm,” and “smelling,” as opposed to hard, cold, or 

inanimate. The Guerrillero Heroico, a popular culture image that is part of the market’s 

identity forming mechanisms, relies heavily on an overly masculine depiction of the 

comandante to garner corporate revenues, but Loving Che presents an alternate image of 

the rebel leader. When Mrs. de la Landre imagines Che as a living and breathing being, 

she subsequently qualifies Latin males in a similar way. Latinos are not limited to the 

Korda print’s ongoing and redundant definition of what it means to be a man. From this 

female lover’s experience, Hispanic men can be playful, subtly sexual, cozy, and 

submissive without being made impotent or emasculated. Teresa, after all, stands over 

Che in a more dominant position, but it is the comandante who gently submits to his 

lover’s tacit sexual desire, demonstrating that his libido and phallus are still intact, 

albeit underemphasized by traits like skin, hair, and the small of one’s back. Latin males 

can still be sexy without being deemed overly phallic or violent.  

Juxtaposed with this commentary is a photograph of Che lying horizontally on a 

messy bed drinking yerba mate.37 The comandante, bare-chested and half-smiling, looks 

to his right, playfully shying away from the camera’s lens. Although Che seems to be
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wearing half of a guerilla uniform, it is clear from his relaxed, almost seductive pose 

that the comandante is not on official business here. The guerilla’s horizontal position 

and furtive gaze give the image a feminine element. In photographs women are 

typically sexualized by an implicit male gaze, but here Che is the object of the voyeur 

who, in this setting, is Teresa standing above the comandante, watching his body 

move.38 In this context, the female lover adopts a female gaze with which to view the 

comandante, only here her vision has the opposite effect, as Che is not objectified in 

this image, but rewritten as a man who is not ashamed to be the illustrated and depicted 

object of love. Without a doubt, the comandante emits a type of sensuality in this image, 

but not a primitiveness, or dangerousness that is associated with the Latin lover 

stereotype. Sipping mate, the rebel-icon appears seductive, but not aggressive or 

violent. The comandante’s disheveled appearance, coupled with the untidiness of the 

bedroom, imbue Che with yet another tinge of boyishness. The clean, sleek look of the 

Latin lover myth cannot be accomplished if this macho man is an adolescent. It seems 

too that Che is aware of the femininity of his stance, as he smirks knowingly into the 

Figure 9. Che playfully sipping mate on a bed 
in Teresa’s studio.  
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drink and stares out at Teresa. Che is appropriately illustrated by his lover as 

affectionate, desirous, and comforting—attributes that have no place in the Latin lover 

myth. A Latin lover who is willing to be photographed in this image’s feminine, 

horizontal stance loses his danger-appeal. When Che’s image is tempered by the 

exchange of the masculine and feminine through warmness instead of fieriness, or 

softness instead of rebellion—androgyny, so too is Latino masculinity.39 Qualifying 

masculinity as a living and breathing organism that feels and moves suggests that Latin-

ness is a force that is capable of not only responding to the demands of the market but 

that Latinidad also is capable of adapting beyond its market portrayal.  

Resisting Resistance: Changing the Terms of Latinidad 

In the end, Loving Che’s attempt to separate the Korda icon from its market 

appropriation does more than just create a schism between Che’s public and private 

persona. The novel suggests that like this icon, Latino masculinity is capable of 

adapting beyond its limited market illustrations. Re-imaging the popular comandante so 

that he exists somewhere between the private and public realms, the symbolic and the 

semiotic space that is Teresa’s studio, yields possibilities for Latino masculinity to be 

qualified in androgynous terms. Only when Che is taken out of the phallocentric world 

of post- revolutionary Cuba can he be re-illustrated as a man capable of loving and 

being loved. In turn, this type of hybridity is transferred onto the landscape of the pan-

Latino/a identity and other, male-centered aspects of Latin-ness are also feminized. 

Flores’s aggressive and resistant model of a Latinidad that is united in terms of its 

blatant and outspoken resistance to the mainstream is challenged by a resistance that 

comes in the form of a more subtle, poetic opposition to the corporate discourses that 
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determine what is and is not considered Hispanic. Through a soft and vulnerable 

performance of Latino masculinity, Loving Che presents poetry, love, and love-making 

as more feminine forms of resistance that are added to the list of elements that define a 

pan-Latino identity—elements that are not typically associated with the 1960s, social 

reform ethos of Flores’s model.  

More importantly, when Hispanic males are re-imaged in a space that is 

somewhere between the dichotomies of masculinity and femininity, Latinidad as a 

whole is capable too of existing in a space that is within and yet without the market. 

Advertisements, commercials, and images like the Korda icon are, Arlene Dávila 

argues, contributors to the idea of collective citizenship, to the formation of a pan-

Latino/a identity (2). The capacity for an image to affect the community is not always 

one-sided; when the images that represent larger communities are deconstructed and re-

appropriated by other members of the Latino community, the precepts of citizenship 

that representations like the Korda photograph purport are also challenged. In this 

particular case, Loving Che presents a nuanced, less marketed version of the popular 

comandante, who presents an alternate version of Latino masculinity, which in turn 

affects the way that Latinidad is defined by the mainstream. When machismo, just one 

aspect of the corporate idea of Latin-ness, is subverted, it indicates an absence of other, 

less corporatized qualities of Latin males, suggesting to some extent that there is a 

Latinidad that exists in a space that is not so completely saturated by the market. Loving 

Che illustrates, however, that in order for a pan-Latino/a identity to occupy this in-

between space, or for more nuanced ideas of Latin-ness to be presented, they too must 

come from within the market itself. In order for Menéndez to challenge the way that 
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Latino masculinity has been imaged by the market, she must employ and then 

deconstruct a highly marketed, or “sexy” image like the Korda photo, partaking in the 

same corporatized use of the rebel-icon to sell her own version of the comandante, 

Hispanic males, and eventually Latinidad. In order to challenge the proponents of the 

pan-Latino/a identity, Menéndez must engage with the market in this way. 

Nevertheless, Loving Che, like Teresa’s diary, is not completely free from the market’s 

influence, but its re-imaging of Hispanidad results in a re-conceptualization of the 

mainstream’s major stereotypes of Latin-ness, perhaps allowing the community to be 

defined on its own terms. As more representations of U.S. Latino/as in the mainstream 

are progressively made less corporatized, Latinidad may come to rely less on its 

relationship to these dominant discourses, creating an identity that does not reiterate the 

tense, sociohistorical relationship between the United States and individuals of Latin 

American descent.  

At the end of Loving Che, Teresa’s diary brings to the narrative space a sense of 

hope for the future, although the love story between Teresa and Che does not 

disseminate past the unnamed female narrator and a few other individuals with whom 

she shares this tale. Privy to this hidden, ambiguous past, Teresa’s daughter begins to 

feel that “the future was not yet a darkened plate” (228), as she stares over a picture of 

Che smiling. Although her mother’s account has changed her own opinion of the rebel-

icon, the androgynous version of the comandante is rendered unimportant or 

unmarketable by the University of Miami professor of Cuban history, who remarks to 

the woman: “it was difficult for me to read about [Che] as a lover; it was difficult to see 

his photograph” (174). Imagining Che as a man in love instead of a revolutionary 
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icon—an image in direct contradiction to the Guerrillero Heroico’s ideologies of Latino 

masculinity—does not or cannot compute to the professor, who is fixed on the 

aggressive and violent market portrayal of the comandante. This soft version of 

Guevara is perhaps too out-of-touch with his market persona and is therefore not 

interesting enough to merit attention, as Che’s profitability lay in his emission of 

hypermasculinity and hypersexuality. Re-imaging the sexiness of the Korda icon allows 

Teresa and her unnamed daughter to view the comandante as a “beautiful stranger” 

(228); someone whose allure lies in his very abstraction of character. Uncertainty of this 

kind breeds new possibilities for the generation of Latino/as who continue to challenge 

what it means to be Hispanic, creating a pan-Latino/a identity that is more opaque, 

ambiguous, and distant from its market depiction, suggesting that there may perhaps be 

an element of beauty in the unknown.           
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CONCLUSION: 

DECONSTRUCTING A STEREOTYPE, BUILDING A COMMUNITY: UPWARD 

POSSIBILITIES FOR LATINIDAD IN VISUAL MEDIA AND BEYOND 

What happens as a result of this juxtaposition of stereotypical market image with 

its nuanced counterpart, the Guerrillero Heroico with Loving Che, is a potential means 

of qualifying Latinidad in less marketed terms, re-defining resistance as a masculine 

attribute, and carving out a space for the community that is not so contingent upon its 

relationship to the mainstream. Re-imaging Guevara in a feminine light means possibly 

poking holes in other stereotypical depictions of Latin-ness in commercials, 

advertisements, and other images. The performance-resistance model presented by these 

two texts offers upward possibilities for other commercial representations of not only 

Latino males, but also Latina women. Although this thesis, as an investigation into the 

hegemonic masculinity of the Korda icon, requires an in-depth look at the stereotypical 

depiction of machismo within the market, the generalized illustrations of Latino/as in 

commercial media in no way discriminate based on gender, and just as often Latina 

representations are also caricatured by U.S. corporations. Using the Guerrillero Heroico 

and Loving Che’s combination of performance and resistance as a means of subverting 

dominant discourses, I now turn to another corporatized market image: the docile, 

curvy, and smiling picture of Chiquita Banana and underground graphic artist/author 

Erika Lopez’s debasing of the pretty Latina within her satirical memoir The Girl Must 

Die. Shedding light on the ways that corporate America has used femininity as a means 
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of qualifying Latin American women as non-threatening and apolitical, these feminine 

texts illustrate the tension between subscription and opposition by similarly marketing a 

racial and gender ideal to Latino/as. Looking at the United Fruit Company’s Latina 

cartoon extends my hypothesis to each gendered sphere of Latinidad and elucidates the 

ways that Hispanic writers are inverting sexual norms to undermine not only the 

capitalist system, but patriarchal society. As in the case of Loving Che with the Korda 

icon, I argue that Lopez inserts Chiquita into her semi-pornographic, nonlinear narrative 

space to distance the popular icon from her market persona, suggesting that there is a 

side of the fruit-bearing woman and Latina femininity that does not slip past the 

corporate radar. Where in the market Chiquita is depicted as soft, gentle, and fertile, 

Lopez literally re-draws the icon as a grotesque, feral, and cannibalistic inversion of the 

popular logo. I conclude that each text reveals a larger attempt by U.S. Latino/as to 

create a less market saturated space for Latinidad, taking corporate images of 

themselves and appropriating those illustrations in unexpected and nuanced ways. 

In 1939, Brazilian, Portuguese-born actress/singer Carmen Miranda donned a 

fruit-turban, scanty clothing, merengue-hips, and a smiling, happy countenance to create 

what would eventually become the United Fruit Company’s Chiquita Banana. Carmen, 

a charismatic performer who charmed both Latin American and American audiences 

with her overwhelming presence in popular culture through film, song, and eventually 

television, was a Latina figure who portrayed the relationship between the United States 

and South America in harmonious, apolitical terms. According to Maggie Lawrence’s 

critical article “We Are What We Eat: the Colonial History of the Banana,” the dancing 

Latina woman was “a completely apolitical, wholesome delight, a naïve native, a 
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perfect escape from engagement with larger, difficult political, economic, and social 

changes; who also entertained the idea that American values were right” (2). In the 

1940s, Carmen represented the idea that relations between the U.S. and its banana 

republics were cooperative and mutually beneficial (2). Not only that, the smiling, 

docile image of the actress would eventually come to stand for the then U.S. controlled 

United Fruit Company itself, portraying not only the idea of cooperative, quasi-

colonization between America and its South American farming locus, but also the idea 

of the Latin American people to a Western audience. Ideally, these people were happy, 

non-aggressive, amusing, sexy, and non-threatening. In particular, Carmen, and later 

Chiquita Banana, would depict Latina women as curvy, fruitful, and content, always 

ready to please. Lawrence suggests that the significance of transposing the spirit of 

Carmen Miranda into the image of Chiquita Banana lay in the metaphorical importing 

of the woman’s constructed and prescriptive Latin American femininity onto the 

cartoon-logo (3).  

The now widely recognizable sticker of Chiquita Banana, which since 1989 has 

come to represent the newly formed Chiquita Brands International Incorporated due to 

the image’s accessibility (www.unitedfruit.org), holds a striking resemblance to Carmen 

Miranda, only the cartoon takes the 1940s actress’s docile femininity and turns it into a 

timeless, immutable relic. As before, Chiquita is the picture of Latina tranquility, 

representing the de-politicized Latino/a individual as the trademark of the banana 

republic system. The sticker image of Chiquita, drawn by American cartoonist Dik 

Browne in 1944 but placed on the blue sticker in 1962 (www.unitedfruit.org), is
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ironically birthed during a time in which the Latino/a community was contesting its 

relationship to, and representation in, the U.S. mainstream (Dalleo and Machado Saéz 

2). It comes as no surprise that during this contentious period, the United Fruit 

Company may have needed to re-define their Latina spokeswoman, turning her into a 

figure that was even more apolitical and non-threatening than Carmen Miranda. 

Chiquita needed to perhaps maintain her sweet, peaceful demeanor while still achieving 

her company’s desired sales in the Western hemisphere. The small United Fruit 

Company image depicts an attractive, youthful woman wearing Carmen’s trademark 

fruit headdress, a tutti frutti outfit with bulbous sleeves, peering out of the corner of her 

eye with her head slightly angled while one arm is on her small waist and the other is 

high in the air. Even in cartoon form it is clear that the representation is a stereotype of 

Latina femininity. Chiquita’s raised arm gives the picture a feeling of movement and 

dance, while the hand on her waist suggests that there is a slight movement of the hips 

even though the Latina is inevitably still and immobile. The line that creates the subtle 

Figure 10. The popular Chiquita 
sticker-logo. 
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curve of Chiquita’s body outlines her breasts and hourglass figure, evidencing the 

extent to which the Latina body must be included in any depiction of a woman of Latin 

American descent within the visual market. The fruit headdress that sits atop the 

woman’s head gives the impression of fertility, indicating that Chiquita is capable of 

bearing fruit and birthing offspring. Inevitably, these images of birth and reproduction 

bring to the fore the idea of sexual intercourse, and the shy glance from the cartoon’s 

periphery is more than enough to imply that sex is indeed a possibility. The smiling, 

curvy, sexual implications of the Chiquita Banana logo create a limiting identity for 

Latina women who are not mothers, lovers, or docile-bodies. Latina-ness, as it is 

defined via the Chiquita Banana cartoon, is a performance of sweetness, meekness, and 

sexiness. As in the case of the Korda icon and Latino masculinity, the qualities of 

femininity that are portrayed within this market image distort the idea of Latina females 

to the general public. What started as a narrow portrayal of a woman (Carmen 

Miranda), ends in the eventual depiction of Latina women in general (Chiquita Banana), 

and subsequently the larger Latino/a community, necessitating a response to this image 

by its Hispanic members.  

As a refreshing alternative to this market depiction of Latina femininity, Puerto 

Rican author and artist Erika Lopez presents a startling re-illustration of the Chiquita 

figure within her underground graphic memoir The Girl Must Die. Lopez, famous for 

her anti-canon narratives that often portray gender and sexuality in raw, undiluted, and 

sometimes risqué terms, purposefully violates normative sociohistorical boundaries to 

convey her unique point-of-view (Cooper 1). While very few critical conversations 

revolve around Lopez’s 2010 illustrated text The Girl Must Die, the novel’s 
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juxtaposition of high-art drawings with comic-like sketches serves as an iconoclastic 

lens through which to re-construct market representations of Latinidad. Based in-part on 

Lopez’s own rise to stardom and fall from grace, The Girl Must Die is a story about the 

hypersexual tendencies of the cartoonist herself, who journeys from art student to 

welfare queen and urges women to eventually kill their “nice girl” façades and embrace 

the feral, unrestrained monster inside. Before delving into her past, Lopez beings with a 

declaration of the novel’s message, saying: “[T]his is a Monster Girl Manifesto. A tome 

for those smoke-filled nights, hunched over in the car at 4:00am outside an estranged 

lover’s house […] [when] the only question left is whether to set the car on fire or not” 

(15). With this statement, Lopez announces that her memoir is a manual for unleashing 

the hyper-empowered, semi-insane, anti-delicate creature that resides within every 

woman. If Lopez questions just how far a woman should go to achieve the desired 

monster-effect, deliberating arson as the weapon of choice, she subsequently answers 

her own question on the next page, which quickly transitions into: “‘The car? Fuck the 

car! BURN DOWN THE HOUSE. Burn it down, burn it CLEAN.’ Monster Girls don’t 

cringe. They make others cringe” (16). To answer the preceding question, Lopez 

suggests that women should go beyond crazy and violent to embody hypermasculine 

attributes like fearlessness and aggression. The next page depicts a similar scene, with a 

woman who looks like an older, cigarette smoking version of Chiquita Banana waiting 

outside an apartment building, presumably considering setting the car, or her lover’s 

apartment building, on fire.        

The subtle hint of a Chiquita-figure within the illustrated narrative turns into a 

full-blown inverted image of the popular market spokeswoman on the following page. 
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Instead of the docile, smiling, and curvy image of the United Fruit Company’s logo is a 

hissing, primitive, and cannibalistic hunter-woman who is arguably a play on the 

Chiquita of popular culture for her fruit headdress and scanty clothing. Moving away 

from the Carmen Miranda persona and even further from the Chiquita Banana icon’s 

sweet, savory Latina-ness, Lopez’s banana-queen is a feral, active, and threatening 

figure. Instead of a hearty fruit-hat, this Chiquita wears a headdress that includes what 

remains of a human leg, a dead baby chicken and alligator, a turkey drumstick, and 

rotting vegetation in a direct challenge to the ripe, ready-to-eat fruit of the sticker-icon. 

Taking the Chiquita logo’s connotative fertility in hand, Lopez’s drawing implies death 

instead of life, infertility and barrenness as opposed to fertility and fruitfulness. The 

woman depicted in The Girl Must Die displays her biceps and not her breasts, sits in a 

low crouching position, drinks a glass of what may be blood, and congratulates herself 

on the spoils of her hunt: the decapitated hog’s heads that sits messily on her plate. The 

Figure 10. Chiquita in The Girl Must Die. 
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body of this Latina woman appears muscular and taut, as opposed to United Fruit’s soft 

and curvy cartoon, almost as though Lopez’s image deflects the consumption of the 

Latina body by hardening Chiquita’s curvaceous hips so that they are athletic and 

manly. The machete lying close to the hog’s head connotes both castration and 

erectness. While the hog has been rendered powerless, once in the hands of the feral 

woman the machete lends Chiquita power over the beast, even though the image clearly 

depicts the slaughtered animal while the weapon lay close at the woman-hunter’s side. 

This grotesque, less marketed side of the Chiquita logo is an “in-your-face” challenge to 

the way that the market image defines and limits Latina femininity to a performance of 

grace and smiles. 

In referencing Lopez’s The Girl Must Die in this conclusion, I aim to point out 

that the performance-resistance model of Loving Che and the Guerrillero Heroico 

seems to present new and innovative narrative techniques as a means of combating the 

mainstream in contemporary U.S. Latino/a literature. Where Loving Che creates an 

androgynous guerilla-icon via photos to balance the market’s depiction of the 

comandante as a stereotype of Latino masculinity, Lopez’s novel re-draws Chiquita 

Banana as an extreme, almost parodied version of Latina femininity in opposition to the 

United Fruit Company’s logo. Inserting market images into androgynous spaces, both 

novels suggest that resistance can range from explicit, explosive re-illustrations of 

famous logos, to subtle, private, and feminine depictions of rebel-icons. Together, the 

Korda icon and Menéndez novel manifest the tensions between market representations 

and the Latino/as whom those corporate illustrations project, presenting a potential 

means of subverting the stereotypes of the larger Hispanic community through the 
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commercial images themselves. Within this frame, market images like the Korda 

photograph, Chiquita Banana, and perhaps other modern stereotypical depictions of 

Latin-ness like the Most Interesting Man in the World, or Sofia Vergara’s character 

Gloria Delgado-Pritchett from Modern Family, can be made less corporate, commercial, 

and limiting portrayals of Latinidad. Providing a means of uncovering a space that is 

not so market saturated via the literary distancing of these market tropes in a 

combination of image with text envisions a future for Latino/a studies as a whole to 

become less reliant on the market for its identity, and both Loving Che and the 

Guerrillero Heroico indicate the new directions that tackling the market can take, as 

evidenced by my reading of The Girl Must Die. Using literal images like drawings and 

photographs to subvert the market is another means of combating visual media, and as 

market images become increasingly re-illustrated and less corporatized, the small, less 

market saturated space created by this type of re-imaging will continue to grow into 

what may potentially become a space that is completely outside of U.S. corporatism and 

visual media. If these images can exist in a de-commercialized space, so too may the 

Latino/a canon be qualified outside of its relationship to market forces, and perhaps one 

day Latinidad may be found outside of the dichotomies of resistance and performance.         
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NOTES 
 

1 Michael Casey’s book Che’s Afterlife: the Legacy of an Image includes a 

photograph of a “Che-branded condom” to illustrate the variety of commercial items 

that have been branded with the Korda icon, contributing to the collective idea of Che in 

the global market (266).    

2 This adaptation of the Korda photograph is arguably one of the more well 

known appropriations of the Guerrillero Heroico and appears to be the photograph used 

within Andy Warhol’s famous pop-art silkscreen of the comandante. While I employ 

this image within this introduction, I do not use it anywhere else in the thesis because its 

connection to corporate America is not as explicit as is the appropriation of the image 

by several U.S. companies.  

3 Dalleo and Machado Sáez also point to several Latinidad theorists in their 

discussion of the Latino/a canon to contend that the different ideas of what constitutes 

the Latino/a community often contribute to what should and should not be considered 

part of the Hispanic literary canon (The Latino/a Canon, 5-7).     

4 Guevara himself is a divisive figure among U.S. Latino/as. Many generations 

of exiled Cubans potentially view Che with contempt, as evidenced by their outrage at 

the Mercedes-Benz use of the Korda icon in a 2011 presentation given by the 

company’s advertising firm (“Use of Che Guevara Photo in Mercedes-Benz 

Presentation Causes a Stir”). Other Hispanics may view Guevara as a revolutionary 
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hero for his guerilla endeavors in Bolivia. This love/hate relationship among U.S. 

Latino/as in regards to Che may perhaps account for the fact that the Korda icon is not 

typically viewed as a representation of Latinidad.  

5 This market success is in direct contradiction to Flores’s hypothesis, making 

Loving Che a novel that the author would not in fact attribute to the 1960s-type 

resistance to white discourses. Applying Menéndez’s novel to this resistance model 

challenges the extent to which market success automatically negates resistance to the 

mainstream.  

6 Ana Menéndez is the daughter of “Cuban American exiles who fled to Los 

Angeles in the 1960s before settling in Miami in the 1980s,” as presented in the “About 

the Author” feature in Loving Che.  

7 Menéndez may perhaps use the Korda image’s market success to boost the sale 

of her own novel in another similar iteration of Huggan’s strategic exoticism.   

8 To a certain degree, however, both Caminero-Santangelo and Flores rely on 

essentialist notions of Latino/a identity to define Latinidad, naming members of the 

Latino/a community as Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Cubans, Costa Ricans, and other 

individuals of Latin American descent. Each author also contends that the Latino/a 

community is to some extent constructed, as performing the depictions of the 

mainstream, and/or responding to those images are determining factors in defining the 

pan-Latino/a community. Latinidad, therefore, is a combination of essentialist and 

constructive identities, which makes distinguishing between its biological and cultural 

aspects a difficult and often dangerous task.  
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9 See Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble.  

10 Similarly, Dalleo and Machado Sáez argue that the U.S. market is a post-

1960s phenomenon that the 1960s generation of Latino/a writers did not have to come 

to terms with. In lieu of the market, post-1960s writers have needed to find new ways to 

re-define Latino/a literature and its relationship to mainstream media.  

11 I refer here to Trisha Ziff, David Kunzle, and Michael Casey whom I discuss 

in the next section.  

12 In the book Che’s Afterlife: the Legacy of an Image, Michael Casey also 

discusses the paradoxical position of the Che icon within Western society, saying: “To 

no small degree, Che’s immortality reflects the versatility of the Korda image. The 

photo is at once an advertising tool for ‘tribal marketers’ selling just about any 

consumer product imaginable and a lasting symbol of resistance to the capitalist symbol 

promoting such products. The image seems to resonate with this self-contained irony” 

(8). Like Carlton, Casey identifies the Korda print’s trademark rebellion as a consumer 

product that sells the very ideologies it is intent on undermining. In referring to this 

critical trend in Che studies, I acknowledge the image’s ironic and contradictory 

position in American society, but choose to focus on how this irony is translated onto 

the relationship between hypermasculinity and resistance as traits that directly correlate 

with Latinidad.   

13 Hannah Carlton makes an explicit but brief reference to the Guerrillero 

Heroico’s appearance in the 2000 Smirnoff vodka’s “Hot and Fiery” campaign as a 

“familiar stereotypical concep[t] for Latin lovers and revolutionaries” (Ziff, 11) without 
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fully explicating this link in the introduction to Che Guevara: Revolutionary and Icon. 

Carlton’s hypothesis highlights the paradoxical position of the Korda image within 

twentieth-century visual culture, pointing to the stereotypes of Latino masculinity in 

order to augment the relationship between Che and visual literacy, rather than Che and 

Latino/a studies.     

14 Of course, the popular show Modern Family is itself a satirical-type, 

documentary-style show in the line of The Office, or Parks and Recreation. Often the 

joke of each character prototype is implied in their outrageous portrayal within the 

sitcom. In making fun of Latina women, it can be argued that the show in a sense laughs 

at itself, as it plays and thrives on the stereotypes of social groups like homosexuals or 

Latino/as. In making a joke of Latina femininity, however, Modern Family also profits 

on these stereotypes and disseminates them to the public. Not only that, Manny Delgado 

(Gloria’s son) also speaks perfect English, but his link to the Latino/a community is 

often overshadowed by his colorful, clown-like mother and overly masculine, suave 

father.   

15 In Scarface, Tony Montana is the Cuban refugee who lives in Miami and 

becomes an assassin and cocaine dealer. In the film, Tony has the same scowl, violence, 

and sexuality of the bandido trope, only he is smartly attired in sleek suit, dressed to 

impress as he commits murder.  

16 In her article “Guerrillero Heroico: a Brief History,” Trisha Ziff calls the 

image “the most reproduced image in the history of photography” (10). Because Che is 
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also a male of Latin American descent, I also conclude that this image is subsequently 

the most reproduced photo of a Latino.  

17 I define the Che icon as the comandante’s media presence in general. The 

Korda icon, on the other hand, I define as the famous picture of Che, the Guerrillero 

Heroico.  

18 David Kunzle’s book Che Guevara: Icon, Myth, and Message discusses the 

art that the Korda image has inspired worldwide, while Ziff argues in Che: 

Revolutionary and Icon that the Korda icon evidences the extent to which an image, 

once dehistoricized of its original context, can traverse social and cultural borders to 

reveal more about what different societies value.   

19 The overlooking of Che as a representative of the trans-Latino/a community 

may be due in part to the fact that the comandante has a problematic relationship with 

U.S. Latino/as. While some Latin Americans and Cubans may potentially view the 

comandante as an icon of freedom from capitalism, exiled Cubans may perceive the 

comandante’s murderous deeds during the Cuban Revolution as enough to disassociate 

Che from the community at-large. Although I recognize this contentious relationship, I 

am interested in the ways in which Latino/as are represented within visual media. 

Ultimately, Che is a Latin male who has an overwhelming presence in the market and 

may, for better or worse, come to represent the community more generally. 

20 In The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Rudolph Valentino plays the 

character of Julio, an Argentine young vagabond who later gets caught in World War I. 

In a famous tango scene, Julio demonstrates his exotic danger-appeal and sensuality by 
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dancing a particularly steamy version of the tango with a woman whom he fights to 

have and later discards in the same evening.   

21 The “Che brand” is Michael Casey’s term. In Che’s Afterlife, Casey suggests 

that this brand is utilized by corporations, musicians, etc. as an attempt to be heard in an 

image saturated world (14).    

22 See Laura Mulvey’s essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” where the 

author argues that in film the camera is honed to accentuate the sexual attributes of 

women, giving its audience male-conditioned eyes. Here, I suggest that the Korda 

image depicts Che in the opposite sense: the comandante is an image staring out into its 

audience with this hypersexualized gaze.   

23 According to the Encyclopedia of Clothing and Fashion, berets have been 

worn as symbols of resistance and militarism since the early 1800s when they were 

worn by French “movement fighters” during World War II in resistance to the German 

occupation of Paris (150). 

24 I refer to Part II of Casey’s book, titled “Mimicking a Martyr: San Ernesto of 

Latin America” where the author discusses the multiple, Latin American renditions of 

the Korda image.  

25 I define Latin-ness as the condition of being an individual of Latin American 

descent.  

26 Che’s performance of androgyny is not a literal taking on of a female role, as 

Judith Butler’s model indicates (Gender Trouble). Instead, I assert that this play of 

masculine/feminine attributes is constructed via a female onlooker (Teresa de la 
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Landre) who views Che from a lover’s perspective, softening the hardness that is 

typically associated with the Korda icon. In this love story, Teresa’s commentary 

transforms different archival images of Che so that they reveal a more nuanced and 

feminine side to the guerrillero. Additionally, although Loving Che uses many 

photographs of the comandante, I have chosen only three that best illustrate what I see 

as the interplay of the masculine and feminine. To some extent, however, all of the 

images within Teresa’s diary are guided by her feminine eye.  

27 See Robert L. Sims’s article “Che Guevara, Nostalgia, Photography, Felt 

History and Narrative Discourse in Ana Menéndez’s Loving Che.” 

28 See Isabel Alvarez Borland’s article “Figures of Identity: Ana Menéndez’s 

and Guillermo Cabrera Infante’s Photographs” in the book Negotiating Identities in 

Cuban American Literature and Art.  

29 Graham Huggan similarly outlines the paradoxical position of the postcolonial 

writer and the condition of postcoloniality with his term strategic exoticism, arguing 

that anti-imperialist writers are often faced with a double-bind: in order to combat the 

system they must disseminate their work through its publishing industry (The 

Postcolonial Exotic, 29). 

30 In Loving Che, Teresa de la Landre is married to Calixto de la Landre, a radio 

commentator, professor of Spanish, and a political writer who, after the revolution, is on 

familiar terms with Che Guevara.  
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31 Menéndez signifies on the commercial use of the Korda icon by employing 

the over-utilized corporate icon, and then interrogating its corporate appropriation by 

depicting it in a different, less mainstream context.   

32 I do not mean to suggest here that Menéndez makes this type of conscious 

decision by using this photograph. However, as a writer Menéndez, to some extent, 

plays a role in the positioning of this image within the narrative space. Of course, one 

could just as easily say the same thing about Teresa, the diary’s author.  

33 This quest for lost maternity further feminizes Loving Che as a whole, without 

making the novel a story about motherhood, as neither character is motherly in the 

traditional, child-rearing sense. After all, Teresa abandons her daughter when she is just 

an infant, while the unnamed narrator never truly finds her mother at the novel’s close.  

34 Here, this realm is not the literal, pre-separation space where mother and child 

exist before sexual difference. Instead, the diary resembles this space in that it exists 

outside of mainstream, phallocentric patriarchies and allows a place for typically 

feminine expression, like poetry, to thrive.   

35 See Homi Bhabha’s The Location of Culture.  

36 This is the space where Teresa and Che’s love affair takes place, as the couple 

often meet here to make love. Interestingly, the Cuban Revolution too occurs outside of 

the studio and Teresa often seeks refuge here when the rebellion sends her world into 

turmoil.  

37 According to Guayaki, a major distributor of the popular drink, yerba mate is 

a tea/coffee like beverage that is made from the leaves of rainforest trees 
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(www.guayaki.com). Che’s mother and father are known to have harvested the plant to 

make the drink when the comandante was just a boy in Argentina (see Jon Lee 

Anderson’s Che Guevara: a Revolutionary Life).  

38 See Laura Mulvey’s Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema. 

39 To be sure, fieriness and rebelliousness can be, and often are, associated with 

Latina femininity. However, the same discourses that suggest, through the Che icon, 

that Latino masculinity is a show of hyperphallic qualities by default suggest the 

opposite about Latina women.    
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